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This thesis describes a generic decision-theoretic approach towards agent architectures
in modern virtual games. It largely aims to resolve the problem of sparsely unrelated
work in game AI that are too specialized, making it hard to integrate in a generic de-
cision making game agent. Although a large body of literature exists in contemporary
generic AI research that can provide insights for generic agent architectures, they are
hardly seen in modern game AI research. Moreover, as such a generic architecture
needs a profusely huge representation of the game world, naive implementations are
intractable. Model-free learning approaches appear to eliminate the problem of repre-
sentation but suffer similarly in terms of learning time required. This is unacceptable
in modern games where the agents have insufficient time to evolve for results to be
noticeable to the player. Additionally, the player constitutes the single most important
element in a game, and a good game architecture needs to establish player awareness as
a priority. Most player modeling work rely on the fact that a set of possibly unbounded
player archetypes can be formulated in advance by experts, but this is time consuming
and confines the adaptability within the knowledge of the experts.
Motivated by the above-mentioned considerations, this thesis proposes a model-
based approach for a unified adaptive agent architecture. The essence of the approach
lies in exploiting the philosophical structure of a modern virtual game to enable tractabil-
ity. A modern virtual game is almost entirely completely observable (a virtual world)
and minimally partially observable (the human player). Hence the architecture decom-
poses the problem into completely observable and partially observable attributes, utiliz-
vii
Summary
ing a Markov Decision Process (MDP) abstract to represent the former and a Partially
Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP) abstract to represent the latter. From
another point of view, the problem is decomposed into environment-based adaptation
and player-based adaptation. This greatly improves the tractability of the behavior com-
putation as the much larger game world is represented by an MDP, which is much more
tractable than a POMDP.
To generate the game model prior to adaptation, this thesis has formulated mod-
eling concepts for both the POMDP and MDP abstracts respectively. In the POMDP
abstract, an action-based Tactical Agent Personality (TAP) representation is formulated
as the player modeling component of the architecture. As the formulation is based on
agent actions, it overcomes the need for hand-crafting player archetypes and provides a
bound for the states. In the MDP abstract, an automated model building process based
on priority sweeping is created. Thereafter theMDP and POMDP policies are computed
and combined to produce a single eventual policy that adapts to both the game environ-
ment as well as the player. A minimal amount of online learning is also incorporated to
handle in-game adaptation. The architecture and its components are implemented and
compared in a variety of modern game scenarios, whereby they are shown to produce
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You have to learn the rules of the game. And then you
have to play better than anyone else.
Albert Einstein (1879-1955)
Artificial intelligence (AI) is a crucial factor in determining the calibre and com-
mercial value of modern virtual games. Expected to be worth near US$50b annually by
year 2011 [1], the worldwide gaming market presents researchers and developers am-
ple opportunities to advance game technology. Compared to the visual advancements in
modern games, AI advancements have very much lagged behind, making it a promising
research area.
In generic academic AI research, contemporary methods are hardly employed in
modern games. These research are mainly conducted in other domains like robotics
but provides much promise in providing broad and theoretically well-founded deci-
sion making models for the cognition of fictitious characters (game agents) in modern
games. However, the feasibility and proper crafting of such models are barely evalu-
ated in modern games as it is intuitively a hard problem. Firstly, model-based methods
are computationally intractable in complex game environments. Secondly, model-free
methods are too slow to converge into plausible behavior noticeable by players.
Moving on to modern game AI research, current work is sparsely specialized into
1
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narrow domains which makes it difficult to implement into a single generic game agent.
Specialized studies in areas like tactical positioning, group formations and player mod-
eling each formulate its own specialized techniques which can only solve the small
subset of decision problems they target. This makes generalization hard and creates a
large hindrance when a combination of the methods is required for plausible generic
decision making needed in common game agents.
Therefore the primary aim of this thesis is to formulate a game agent architecture
for generic decision making by investigating the feasibility of contemporary decision-
theoretic approaches (refer to Chapter 3 for decision theory) in modern virtual games.
The result is a novel architecture that enables the incorporation of a modified POMDP
approach (refer to Chapter 3.2 for POMDPs) to provide agent adaptation to both the
player and game environment, which would normally be intractable using conventional
implementations. To the best of knowledge, a POMDP approach has not been employed
in modern games. The method formulated in this thesis also minimizes the amount of
online learning required and produces adaptive agent behavior right out of the box,
which eliminates the long learning times frequently seen in learning-based approaches.
This introductory chapter starts by defining the scope of this thesis in Section 1.1.
Then Section 1.2 provides the motivations of this thesis from the perspectives of both
the industry and research communities. Section 1.4 follows by describing the list of
contributions in this thesis as well as a brief chronological summary of the prelimi-
nary publications that led to this thesis. Lastly in this chapter, Section 1.5 provides an
overview of the chapter organization in this thesis.
1.1 Domain
The scope of this thesis lies within the domain ofmodern virtual games, which are char-
acterized by stochastic and partially observable environments. Modern virtual games
2
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like Company of Heroes1 orWorld of Warcraft2 possess environments that are fictitious
instances (game worlds) of the real world whereby action outcomes are probabilis-
tic and the world is not fully observable. In contrast, classical games like chess3 or
checkers4 commonly consist of deterministic action outcomes and fully observable en-
vironments. Additionally, modern virtual games usually consists of many more agents
compared to two-player classical games. Actions in modern games can also be taken
simultaneously in real time, in contrast with turn-based board games. Comparing the
world space, modern game worlds are enormous and continuous compared to the 64
discrete positions of chess or checkers. All these factors contribute to an exception-
ally larger decision search space which makes exhaustive search algorithms (commonly
seen in classical games research) almost impossible.
In these virtual game environments, this thesis is primarily concerned about decision
making in non-player characters (NPCs), the main elements responsible for the game
play experience. NPCs can be further grouped into three categories, namely enemy
NPCs, ally NPCs, and support NPCs. Enemy NPCs are most common and they are the
opponents that go against the player character (PC). Ally NPCs are friendly mercenaries
who follow the PC around and aid the PC to “fight” against the enemy NPCs. Support
NPCs are the neutral characters who make up the rest of the game world in which
the PC do not go into battle with. They include townsfolk who provide information,
merchants whom the PC has to carry out trade with to obtain in-game items as well as
key characters who provide quests to the PC. Although the concepts in this thesis can
generally be applied across all three types, the implementations here tend to focus on








This section provides an overview of the motivations for this thesis from the perspec-
tives of the game industry (Section 1.2.1), academic AI research (Section 1.2.2), as well
as modern game AI research (Section 1.2.3). A thorough review of the current state of
game AI advancements leading to the motivations stated here can be read in Chapter 2.
1.2.1 The Game Industry
Current game AI implementations are laborious to maintain as the game world scales
up because current game AI still remains very much grounded in scripting and finite
state machines (FSMs). Scripting [9] is the meticulous encoding of a string of actions
possibly coupled with rules to make an agent exhibit a certain behavior. FSMs [16] are
simply state-transition representations whereby the transitions are governed by triggers.
They are popular methods because codes are relatively easy to write and test, and a
combination of these two techniques can generate behaviors of all sorts. However,
there is a limit to the complexity of AI that can be written in this way. For example in a
simple shooting game with only the 3 actions “move”, “select target” and “shoot”, and
considering only 100 encounters, the programmer has 300 lines of scripts to code. In a
role-playing game (RPG) with a large variety of scenarios and agents, the complexity
(and fragility) easily explodes to an unmaintainable magnitude. A detailed overview of
the state of modern game AI can be found in Section 2.1.
1.2.2 Academic AI
In generic academic AI research, theoretically sound AI methods generally cluster in the
classical games domain and are rarely evaluated in modern games. Successful work in
classical games can mainly be found in perfect-information and deterministic games
like the famous Deep Blue program for Chess [19] and the Logistello program for
Othello [5]. Recent work has also seen limited success in stochastic games like the
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application of Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) [22] to 8-
card poker [34]. POMDPs represent a generic form of Markov Decision Processes
(MDPs) which are theoretical models of decision making in uncertainty (details can
be found in Chapter 3). Sometimes these classical games are referred to as analytical
games as they provide a convenient analytical platform to evaluate theoretical results. In
the domain of modern games however, the practicality of those results might be limited,
due to the much more complex modern game worlds as described in Section 1.1.
Therefore, theoretically sound methods are often avoided in modern games due to
the curse of dimensionality in these complex modern game worlds. As the search space
is much larger in modern game worlds, representing and solving the game environment
model becomes daunting a task. This dire situation can only be resolved if promising in-
sights can be discovered for improving tractability in modern games. On the other hand,
model-free reinforcement learning [60] appears to eliminate the problem of modeling
the environment by not having to articulate an explicit model. However, it suffers from
a similar problem of intractability in which an impractical amount of time is usually
required for online policy convergence. This is especially apparent in modern games
where the game agents normally do not live long enough for learning to be noticeable to
the player [42]. Moreover, practitioners are often concerned that the agents might learn
erratic behavior as they evolve after the game is shipped to consumers. Nevertheless, the
concepts and algorithms created in theoretical research domains for classical games are
highly valuable and potentially viable in modern games as the problem domains share
many similarities. Detailed reviews of classical game AI research and reinforcement
learning and can be found in Sections 2.2 and 3.3 respectively.
1.2.3 Modern Game AI
Currently, research in modern game AI are primarily scattered and highly specialized at
solving small specific subproblems which makes the task of interfacing them for use in a
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single game agent difficult. Narrow domains like tactical positioning [8, 43] and player
modeling [7, 12, 71, 69, 73, 65, 64] have attracted much attention but the proposed
methods are difficult to be generalized into other decision problems. Undoubtedly,
approaching small problems is an effective way to arrive at specialized solutions fast,
but it is a daunting task to consolidate these concepts when they are needed in a single
game agent. A single generic decision making architecture might be a better approach
here. A detailed review of modern game AI research can be found in Section 2.3.
In the player modeling domain of modern game AI, current approaches are hard to
generalize as they require manual expert knowledge to be incorporated in each game.
Player modeling (obtaining a useful representation of the player for adaptive game play)
is one aspect of game AI that needs to be emphasized because it represents a class of
methods to enable the synthesis of agent behavior adaptive towards the player. And the
player is one of the most important factors in creating intelligent game agents. Cur-
rent methods [71, 54, 70, 2, 14] mainly involve classification tasks based on manually
specified player archetypes. This requires much specialized expert knowledge to be in-
corporated and hence limits the generalization capabilities of these methods in different
games. A detailed review of player modeling research can be obtained in Section 2.3.2.
1.3 Aims
The aim of this thesis is to achieve a generic game agent architecture from the ground
up, that is, to build a solid cognitive foundation to enable generic decision making. This
is targeted at the problem of modern game AI being too sparsely specialized which then
makes interfacing diverse methods hard, as explained in the previous section (1.3). This
thesis hopes to provide a theoretically well-founded basis for the synthesis of adaptive
agent behavior in modern virtual games.
Broadly speaking, this thesis also investigates the feasibility of contemporary decision-
theoretic approaches being applied to modern virtual games. As mentioned in Section
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1.3, most of such research is performed in classical games but are intuitively viable in
modern games, but this potential has hardly been exploited. Specifically, a POMDP
approach in modern games has not been attempted before, to the best of my knowledge.
Hence this thesis aims to employ a POMDP approach as part of the eventual game agent
architecture.
As the human player is the most important element in a modern game, part of this
thesis is also devoted to formulating a generic representation model that allows for
player-specific adaptation. Current approaches in player modeling requires a manual
specification of different player archetypes which makes generalization difficult. This
part of the thesis work aims to overcome this. This aim can also be generalized to the
notion of inter-agent adaptation as recent games are moving towards a uniform PC and
NPC structure which removes the distinction between agent types.
The approach used in this thesis is primarily model-based, which means an explicit
model of the game environment will be obtained first and used for behavior planning.
The majority of planning is done offline because making the game agents appear in-
telligent as soon as possible is a priority in modern games. A small amount of online
adaptation is also incorporated to cater for in-game changes. This also has the benefit of
minimizing the danger of unexpected behavior which happens when there is too much
online adaptation, as mentioned in Section 1.2.
1.4 Contributions
This thesis mainly describes the formulation of the IntegratedMDP and POMDP Learn-
ing AgeNT (IMPLANT) architecture. A large emphasis is also placed on the adapta-
tion model towards the human player, which is coined as the Tactical Agent Personality
(TAP), as it is one of the most important aspects of a modern game. The contributions
of this thesis can be summarized by the following:
 A novel virtual agent architecture (IMPLANT) based on theoretically well-founded
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methodologies (MDP and POMDP) to provide adaptive agent behavior which can
be:
– applied to modern game genres (Role Playing Games (RPGs), Real Time
Strategy (RTS) games, First Person Shooter (FPS) Games and Sports games),
– adapted for application to other classes of problems where majority of the
environment can be assumed observable.
 A novel POMDP approach in the modern games domain.
 A unified virtual agent architecture that adapts to both the game environment and
the player in plausible runtime situations, both offline and online.
 An automatically pre-computed decision making architecture that provides adap-
tive agent behavior out of the box, complemented with minimal online adaptation
that does not disrupt game play.
 A low level personality representation model (TAP) that allows for adaptation to
different tactical styles of the player (or another game agent), so as to achieve a
common game goal.
 A personality representation model that provides a uniform adaptive framework
regardless whether PC or NPC.
 A detailed review of the current state of the art in game AI in the industry and
academic community.
Publications
Portions of the work in this thesis have appeared in preliminary form in several inter-
national peer-reviewed conferences [63, 65, 64, 66, 67]. In the beginning, the aim was
to formulate a framework such that effective player-centric adaptation can be achieved
in modern games. The initial foundation in personality-based adaptation was presented
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by Tan and Cheng [63]. Subsequently, an improved modeling methodology was pre-
sented [65] whereby algorithmic improvements were made to the action representation
such that temporal learning can be included. The adaptive technique was labeled TAP
(Tactical Agent Personality) from then onwards. Not long after, Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) was introduced and presented [66] to reduce the dimensionality of the
representation space such that adaptation times can be reduced and noise can be filtered
out. A study was also presented [64] to demonstrate the TAP capabilities in a hierar-
chical RTS environment. Up to this point, the work only catered for the player-specific
adaptation of the game agent architecture. Eventually the thesis work evolved into de-
vising a generic agent architecture for modern virtual games. Hence the IMPLANT
architecture was formulated [67] to provide a unified framework for game agents to act
adaptively towards both the game environment as well as the player.
1.5 Thesis Outline
In the remaining chapters of this thesis, the content is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 provides a detailed review of the current state of game AI from both an
industry and a research perspective, with references to relevant literature.
Chapter 3 provides the essential technical background (MDP, POMDP and reinforce-
ment learning) needed for this thesis. At the same time, relevant literature is also
provided to aid the reader in understanding the state of the art in each area.
Chapter 4 describes the TAP model in detail. First the basic TAP concept is described
followed by several TAP-based framework enhancements. Various implementa-
tions in different game genres are also presented and evaluated, which is shown
to provide plausible results.
Chapter 5 describes the novel IMPLANT architecture in detail. An example is also
given to illustrate the concepts described. Comparisons of the IMPLANT archi-
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tecture with a number of common game agent implementations are also shown to
have promising results.
Chapter 6 describes the generalization of the IMPLANT architecture towards a more
complete specification. It describes the incorporation of the TAP model to cater
for the player model specification, and the utilization of prioritized sweeping to
automatically build the game environment specification. An eventual experimen-
tal evaluation is provided to highlight the improvements made to the IMPLANT
architecture.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with an analysis of the work performed leading to the






If past history was all there was to the game, the richest
people would be librarians.
Warren Buffett (1930-present)
This chapter provides a review of the current state of game AI from both the per-
spectives of the game industry as well as game AI research communities. The goal of
this review is to develop the motivations leading to the aims for this thesis (as mentioned
in Section 1.3).
The first section (2.1) defines the notion of modern virtual games and the current
state of game AI in the industry, which broadly elaborates on the scope of this thesis as
well. An auxiliary aim is also to familiarize the reader with a description of the major
game genres. The next two sections (2.2 and 2.3) describes the research advancements
from classical to modern games, via a literary review of key research works related to
game AI. The chapter concludes in Section 2.4.
2.1 Modern Virtual Games
A modern virtual game is characterized as being a fictitious instance (game world) of
the real world that represents the core of the game. Examples of modern virtual games
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include Diablo II1, Oblivion2, Warcraft III3, World of Warcraft4, Battlefield 21425 and
Left 4 Dead 26, as opposed classical games which are basically traditional board and
card games like chess7, checkers8, backgammon9, go10, poker11, bridge12 and Hearts13.
In modern game worlds, virtual game agents are responsible for the main game play ex-
perience for the player. Game agents can either be collaborative or adversarial towards
the player. They also often need to act simultaneously in real-time, with incomplete
information. These characteristics make agent-based game AI both challenging and
interesting.
This rest of this section defines each of the popular modern game genres and also
describes the state of current game AI in each of these genres. The main genres are
Role Playing Games (RPG) (Section 2.1.1) , Real Time Strategy (RTS) games (Section
2.1.2), First Person Shooter (FPS) Games (Section 2.1.3) and Sports games (Section
2.1.4).
2.1.1 Role Playing Games
Role Playing Games (RPGs) [48] represent a game genre in which the game agents
(both PCs and NPCs) assume the roles of fictional characters in a fantasy virtual world,
usually with a strong storyline. RPGs commonly depict a world with exaggerated dy-
namics mimicking the real world. Agents determine their actions based on a certain
character class and the actions follow a formal system of rules. Within these rules, the
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her player character (PC).
RPGs normally portray huge detailed environments containing many fantasized el-
ements of the real world. As RPGs are very immersive, players usually spend a tremen-
dous amount of time in the game. This requires the game play to be varied and interest-
ing, of which the responsibility mainly falls on the NPCs that make up the world. Some
recent RPGs like Oblivion actually make no distinction between all the three types of
NPCs (enemy, ally and support NPCs) as mentioned in Section 1.1, and all NPCs can
actually take on any of these roles. Even in recent years where Massively Multi-player
Online RPGs (MMORPGs) have become hugely popular, NPCs are still foundational
aspects of the RPG game worlds. In these multi-player environments, sometimes the
difference between NPCs and PCs are also greyed out (like in Guild Wars). Hence a
uniform decision model would actually be advantageous in RPGs.
Current agent AI in RPGs are still heavily reliant on scripting and finite state ma-
chines (FSMs) which gets tedious and complicated as the size of the world gets larger.
Scripts are used heavily because the many NPCs are the main game elements that help
unfold the story to the player, which is an important aspect in RPGs. Moreover, each
NPC is normally unique and thus scripting is straightforward to code one by one. Upon
interaction with the PC or other NPCs, or upon trigger of events, FSMs are then used to
regulate the scripts accordingly.
Combat mechanics in RPGs are often monotonous and repetitive, which makes
game play boring after a while. Other than the story, the PC is required to perform
countless combat encounters to help the players advance in “character levels” and this
constitutes the main excitement in the game play. Most of the time, combat AI is sim-
ply reactive whereby groups of enemy NPCs stay in a fixed area, only initiating attacks
when the PC goes near. “Boss” encounters, in which the PCs face a superior enemy
NPC, normally have more varied behaviors but the AI here is heavily scripted to pro-
vide that variance. This imposes a huge workload on the AI programmers and designers.
Moreover, repeated encounters are always the same and players can almost always find
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a perfect strategy to outwit the enemy NPCs. Moreover, there is hardly any form of
player-specific adaptiveness in current RPGs.
In a typical older RPG game like Diablo II, the ally NPCs are scripted to simply
follow the PC around and kill anything that comes near. A common strategy amongst
players in the game is to skip past certain packs of enemies in which a combat engage-
ment is unnecessary. With the scripted ally NPCs, it causes much frustration to the
players as the NPCs often force the players to get into unneeded combat, sometimes
even causing the PC to perish. In a later game by the same company, Blizzard14 seem-
ingly realized the problem and made the ally NPCs controllable by the player in the
game World of Warcraft. However, this requires lots of manual instructions in order
for the ally NPCs to work the way the player expects according to his or her strategy.
This inadvertently places another restriction on the game, which is the number of NPCs
a player can control, since it becomes almost impossible to control a whole team of
NPCs when the population gets too large.
2.1.2 Real Time Strategy Games
In a Real Time Strategy (RTS) [49] game, the player positions and maneuvers NPCs and
architectural structures to conquer areas of the game world as well as to destroy enemy
assets. In a typical game, the player has to instruct certain units to acquire resources in
order to create more NPCs and structures to expand his or her assets. The term Real
Time is used to differentiate it from an older genre of turn-based strategy games.
An RTS game has a number of characteristics that pose big challenges in terms of
AI. Although the game world is not as extensive as that of an RPG, it contains huge
number of agents that are supposed to cooperatively attain similar goals. It also has a
much more limited observability when the fog of war feature is enabled (where unchar-
tered portions of the map are not observable).
Agent behavioral planning in RTS games can be classified as either tactical or
14http://www.blizzard.com
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strategic. Tactical planning refers to the low level planning of primitive actions like
“shoot”, “attack” and “heal” by each agent. Strategic planning encompasses high level
planning like deciding on whether to execute a flanking attack or a mass frontal attack as
a team. In short, tactical decisions are short-term and individual-based whereas strate-
gic decisions are long-term and team-based. Tactical AI typical involves AI subsystems
consisting of pathfinding and simple reactive actions (like automatic retrograde). Strate-
gic AI is almost non-existent and often the computer opponent simply exploits its ability
to micro-manage huge amounts of single agents. This form of cheating can be observed
by the player and might cause degraded playability.
As with most current games, scripting and FSMs are still very much prevalent.
Single agent tactical behavior are often a combination of scripted behavior which can
be switched around by FSMs. In the strategic level, scripts are also used to perform
complicated routines like choosing where to build town structures. These AI techniques
are very much static and do not adapt well to differing situations or the player. For
example, it is common that a computer-controlled agent would repeatedly walk across
a defense turret and get killed even though it has encountered it before. This in-turn
places a great burden on the player, who has to perform lots of micro-management such
that all the agents can act according to the player’s strategy.
A promising breakthrough in this micro-management limitation is seen in the game
Company of Heroes15 whereby the player controls military-based agent squads instead
of individual agents. The squad AI puts together a variety of heuristic techniques. It is
able to perform multi-agent pathfinding such that they do not cross each others paths,
and also perform automatic cover finding which makes the agents look rather intelligent,
though sometimes agents in a squad still appear to stand in the open. Although this
greatly eases the micro-management task, the agents seem to always shoot at enemies
in the same manner and do not adapt according to differing situations.
15http://www.companyofheroes.com/
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2.1.3 First Person Shooter Games
A First Person Shooter (FPS) game [50] is a game genre that centers the game play
around combat that involves projectile weapons, and is played through the eyes of the
PC, as the name of the game suggests. The game play of an FPS is mostly about speed
and reflexes, so experience plays a big part for players to attain a certain level of play.
In FPS games, the enemy NPCs in the game are often scripted to perform at a certain
level. Like RPGs, FPS games also involves certain “boss” NPC encounters which are
comparatively more heavily scripted than normal NPCs to provide varied experiences.
The challenge of the enemy NPC AI is usually to find that appropriate level of challenge
towards the player. In recent games, ally NPCs are also employed as helper agents to
the player. This poses the difficulty of having to actually make the ally NPCs look smart
and adapt to the player actions, not just following him or her around.
Compared to the other modern game genres, FPS games have enjoy a larger pres-
ence in the research community. Other than the usual FSM and scripting techniques,
FPS agents are somewhat adaptive as well. Various singular techniques like automatic
cover finding, tactical pathfinding and simple player modeling have been formulated.
Some of these research have also propagated into the industry. A detailed literature
review of the research in this area can be seen in Section 2.3.1.
In squad-based games like Sierra’s No One Lives Forever16, a group of ally NPCs
“play” alongside the player in combat scenarios. The AI in these agents allow them to
know how to avoid friendly cross-fires, automatically take up cover positions, and even
perform flanking maneuvers on the enemies instinctively. However, the ally agents
perform and react in the same way regardless of whoever is playing the game. This
tends to be the case especially for a poorer player who tends to die when not enough
agents are protecting him. Then, in certain scenarios where some agents always decide
to flank the enemy, it leaves him with less ally protection and hence he is more likely
16http://nolf.sierra.com/
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to die repeatedly, resulting in frustration. On the other hand, an expert player may be
frustrated when in certain situations his teammates move too slowly and carefully. In
general, the AI can react automatically to new unintended situations, but does not tailor
to different styles and levels of players. However, a very recent game (Left 4 Dead 2)
has implemented a simple player-based adaptation where it would spawn enemy agents
and items according to the player’s situation. All these agent AI implementations are
very much collections of specific algorithms targeted at small aspects of the game.
2.1.4 Sports Games
A Sports game [51] is another game genre that primarily provides a virtual exaggerated
version of a traditional sports game like basketball, tennis and soccer. There is a mi-
nority of games which emphasize management and strategy of the sports but the work
in this thesis is more suited to the former game type. Similar to FPS games, speed and
reflexes play a major role in the game play.
A sports game usually has a much smaller fictitious world than the rest of the genres,
as the gameplay is often contained in the sports facility (like the tennis court). However,
most sports games are played in teams, hence the ally NPCs on the player’s team need
to portray cooperative behavior.
Sports games that emphasize on realism are heavily rule-based such that the NPCs
that represent the real world counterparts actually “play” like them. Hence each NPC
needs to be heavily parameterized with statistics to determine their resulting behavior.
This is similar to the attribute system present in RPGs. However, once these parameters
are set, they are fixed for the whole game, and thus explaining why adaptivity is rarely
seen in sports games. For example in a soccer game, one can often find a loophole
whereby a certain position or sequence of actions can lead to a goal scored against the
computer. Moreover, as the player steps up in the difficulty level, it is frequently just
an increase in the parameters that is used to make the opponent NPCs more powerful
17
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(commonly known as cheating AI).
2.2 Research in Classical Game AI
Although there are large amounts of research being done in the area of agent plan-
ning, current theoretical work (sometimes known as academic AI) are more clustered
in classical board and card games than in modern games. Much success can be found in
perfect-information, deterministic games like the famous Deep Blue program for Chess
[19], the Chinook program for Checkers [47] and the Logistello program for Othello
[5]. These programs have demonstrated that AI can beat even the world’s best human
minds. The studies behind these works have also shown how much research effort is
needed to intricately craft algorithms based on game-tree search [46]. However, theo-
retically well-founded approaches like these are extremely rare in modern games, due
to a couple of reasons.
One reason is that game-tree search mainly exhaustively enumerates future states to
evaluate action outcomes, and this does not work well in modern games. In classical
games, the world is small and information can be perfectly obtained and future states
are deterministic based on the actions taken. This results in a relatively predictable and
small branching factor. In modern games however, the world is comparatively huge,
partially observable and has uncertain action outcomes. As an example, a player in
chess knows exactly what moves the opponent has made and what the outcomes of his or
her own moves would be like, but a player in Battlefield 214217 needs to constantly learn
about new unexpected encounters and action outcomes that might occur throughout the
game.
Most work are based on classical theories that focus on the intelligent agent problem
in a generic sense. In doing so, they are often too complicated and impractical for use
in commercial games, and are focused on theory (like proving certain game-theoretic
17http://battlefield.ea.com/battlefield/bf2142/
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equilibria) rather than game play (like making the agents look more intelligent). In
academic research, often the emphasis is on completely solving a game or making the
best possible computer “player” in that game.
In the modern game domain, there is no need for such strict requirements and AI
techniques are more often used to provide a richer and more enjoyable game play expe-
rience for the player. One way to do so is to actually portray a notion of intelligence in
the game agents, without requiring the actions to be proven to be completely optimal.
Sometimes, always performing the most optimal behavior might appear frustrating and
dull to the player. Some diversity in behavior is often desired to keep gameplay inter-
esting [62]. Hence modern game developers do not have the motivation or time to dwell
into deeply theoretically algorithms.
Modern game developers are also reluctant to use state of the art intelligent agent
algorithms due to the fear of game agents learning to produce strange or even erratic
behavior that is totally unexpected. For example, in Call of Duty 4 18, a scenario can
happen whereby the ally and enemy NPC can engage in a deadlock situation [6]. This
happens when one of the NPCs is standing behind a tree and both of them utilizes the
optimum action of shooting at each other indefinitely. Their shots are bound to miss
indefinitely. Even when the player is moving freely around them they do not budge at
all. And when such behavior is detected, there needs to be a straightforward way to
resolve the issue fast so as to produce timely patches once the game is launched. Mod-
ern game developers require simplicity whilst achieving speed and effectiveness, hence
simple and comprehensible AI like scripting and finite state machines (FSMs) are still
dominant in today’s game AI. Whilst it is acknowledged that generic and theoretical ad-
vancements are of utmost importance in the general AI community as a whole, it should
also be recognized that there is a concurrent need for studies that are implementable in
modern commercial games.
In more complicated games that are stochastic with imperfect information, recent
18http://www.callofduty.com/
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work has seen some limited success, and offers some insights for modern games. An
opponent modeling technique based on Bayes theorem has shown some promise in the
game of Scrabble19 [44]. Contemporary academic AI research has also been seen in
stochastic card games like the successful application of POMDPs to 8-card Poker [34]
as well as Hearts [21]. Although it is still a big leap from card games to modern games,
the stochastic nature of imperfect information card games represents a key characteristic
of modern games. This offers some intuition into the possibilities of the applicability
of decision theory in modern games.
2.3 Research in Modern Game AI
This thesis focuses in the area of modern virtual games. Research in modern game
agent planning architectures can be broadly split into two camps, one targeted at plan-
ning to adapt to the game environment, and the other targeted at planning to adapt to
the game player. This phenomenon can be attributed to the fact that different consider-
ations need to be met for the two problem domains and efforts are needed to reconcile
this disjunction. Both aspects of planning are important to game agents and a unified
framework would be advantageous. This partly motivates the concepts about to be pre-
sented in this thesis. Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 provide a literature review of the current
work in environmental adaptation and player-centric adaptation respectively.
2.3.1 Adapting Towards the Environment
On one end, research in game agent architectures focus on the adaptivity towards the
game environment in general and primarily leave the player out of the equation. Sweetser
[61] combines influence maps with cellula automata techniques for game agent decision
making. Khoo and Dunham [24] devised a stateless FSM system for game agents to ef-
ficiently react to environmental changes. Others [18, 20] made use of work in robotics
19http://www.hasbro.com/scrabble/en US/game playRules.cfm
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and applied them to game agents. Spronck [58] introduced dynamic scripting in which
an algorithm inspired by reinforcement learning was performed on classical scripting
techniques.
A number of studies also focused on specific areas of planning like pathfinding, tac-
tical positioning and group formations. Recent pathfinding work [17, 55] concentrated
on cooperative, multi-agent pathfinding primarily in RTS games. Straatman et al [43]
provides a simple map representation to aid the game agent in evaluating tactical posi-
tions, whilst Darken and Paull [8] combines level annotation with sensor grid algorithm
to allow the agent to dynamically find cover. Multi-agent group positioning appears to
have also found some interest like the flocking study done by Scutt [52] and the team
formations study done by Dawson [10].
In the scope of mainstream AI research applications in modern games, a recent
game-theoretic work [46] based on game-tree search has been performed with some
success in RTS games on an adversarial agent. It is able to do so because it performs a
highly efficient simulation of the resulting trees of each strategic action chosen, which is
coined as “Fast Forwarding”. In comparison, a mainstream decision-theoretic approach
(like POMDPs) has yet to surface. For the benefit of the reader, game theory is con-
cerned with evaluating the decisions of an agent by taking into account action choices
of all other agents involved in the situation, assuming all agents act rationally. On the
other hand, decision theory is concerned with the formulation of the representation of
the world surrounding a single agent, such that this agent can make optimal decisions.
This lack of decision-theoretic approaches in modern games is one of the motivations
for investigating MDPs and POMDPs as a basis for the architecture in this thesis.
2.3.2 Adapting Towards the Player
On the other end, there has been much work targeted at player-based adaptation for
game agents, mostly based on the notion of player modeling [7]. In general, they suffer
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a similar problem in that considerable expert domain knowledge needs to be used in the
process.
Charles et al [7] presented a good overview of various ways to gather a player’s
profile, and then described ways of making use of it in different aspects of the game.
Player modeling can basically be offline or online. Offline player modeling is rather
manual and requires the user to fill out a questionnaire before or after the game. Online
player modeling involves automatic statistical data collections about the player while
they play. As online player modeling is less intrusive, more responsive, and in general
closer to the computational intelligence field, the following review will be limited to
online approaches.
Many studies in player modeling have been used for player action prediction. Donkers
and Spronck [12] made use of preference functions to evaluate state preferences in or-
der to predict the next action of the player. Thue and Bulitko [69] introduced a con-
cept which they term as goal-directed player modeling, whereby they made use of
the fact that quest goals are always known in advance in RPG games to predict the
player’s future actions to accomplish them. This limits the method to only quests-
driven games. Yannakakis and Maragoudakis [73] also targeted at action prediction
based on a Bayesian network with a subset of attributes of the current world state as the
inputs. Sterren’s [71] work uses a naive Bayes classifier to classify player behavior into
different archetypes and then use it to customize the NPC agent’s tactical behavior.
A number of player modeling approaches [54, 70, 2, 14] have been studied in the
field of interactive storytelling whereby the game story is automatically adjusted online
according to the play style. In general they use similar techniques based on tracking
of player actions and use them to adjust a vector of player archetypes. For example in
Magy’s work [14], the vector of archetypes include relunctant-hero, violent, coward,
truth-seeker and self-interested.
Although there are a vast variety of different player modeling approaches in the
current literature, the methods share a similar problem. They mainly try to classify the
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player into archetypes and it was unclear how these archetypes were formulated, and
from their trait names it seems possible that considerable expert domain knowledge are
needed to generate them. This limits their generalization capabilities.
2.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter has given a detailed review of the current state of game AI in the games
industry as well as in research. Although it is by no means an exhaustive coverage of
every single venture, it provides the key trend and advancements up to now.
In modern game AI research, there are generally two camps of research targeting
at adaptation towards the game environment and towards the player respectively. It
can be observed that with a research domain created that specializes in player-specific
adaptation, it shows that this aspect is crucial to modern games. Some other key obser-
vations can also be made here. First is that the main difference between the two research
domains is in the observability of the two. Secondly, computational requirements are
critical in games. Thirdly, the agents’ intelligence must be shown very quickly. With
all these considerations, this thesis eventually proposes a unified virtual game agent
architecture (IMPLANT) that is able to plan its actions considering both the game en-
vironment as well as the player, in runtimes acceptable to game play. The details of the
architecture will be described in Chapter 5.
In the player modeling domain, current research tends to require some effort in
defining the player archetypes used for classification. This requires time and special-
ized expert knowledge which might not be available in some development processes.
Moreover, the number of archetypes are possibly unbounded and the adaptation perfor-
mance might be tied to the quality of knowledge and crafting provided by the experts.
These limitations motivates the TAP architecture that will be presented in Chapter 4.
In general it can be seen that the industry tends to avoid theoretical models and
learning paradigms as academic AI is viewed to be impractical and incomprehensible
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to the game practitioners. However, within AI research communities, though scarce,
there seems to be a couple of research pointing academic AI to the correct direction in
modern game AI. With this review, an overall picture has been painted, and it motivates
the goals of this thesis for utilizing a modified POMDP approach towards providing a





In theory there is no difference between theory and
practice. In practice there is.
Yogi Berra (1925-present)
The architecture about to be presented in this thesis is largely based on two related
methodologies. They are namely theMarkov Decision Processes (MDPs) and Partially
Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs), which make up the basic structure
of the IMPLANT architecture as will be described in Chapter 5. Also largely based
on MDPs, reinforcement learning techniques are also used throughout this thesis in
various ways. The following sections describe the necessary background, as well as
provide some current advancements within each methodology. Readers familiar with
the basics might want to skip the initial portions of each respective section. This chapter
also aims to standardize the notations used throughout this thesis.
Section 3.1 and 3.2 describe the MDP and POMDP methodologies respectively.




3.1 Markov Decision Process
Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) [41] represent an important building block in this
thesis. Not only does it form a large part of the architecture, it is also the basis of
POMDPs, which make up the other part of the architecture. Many practical AI problems
can be formulated as an MDP, and are commonly used in the context of reinforcement
learning [60], where the problem environment is typically formulated as an MDP. As
shown in Figure 3.1, an MDP basically represents the model of an agent’s interaction
with the world. In the raw form of an MDP, it is assumed that the agent has perfect
perception of its current state, or in other words, the states of the world are completely
observable. This can be translated to the Markov property, which will be explained in
the next subsection.
Figure 3.1: An overview of the MDP agent architecture. The agent maps an MDP
abstract from the game world and finds optimal actions according to the states presented




An MDP can be described as a tuple hS;A; T; R; i where:
 S is a finite set of world states,
 A is a finite set of actions available to the agent,
 T : S  A ! Q(S) is the state-transition function where T (s; a; s0) defines the
probability of transitioning from state s to state s0 when the agent takes action a,
 R : S  A ! R is the reward function where R(s; a) defines the expected
immediate reward received by the agent for taking action a in state s, and
  is a discount factor,  < 1, used to weigh the rewards according to the time it
was received.
The MDP model basically provides a formal structure for an agent acting in a
stochastic environment whereby action consequences are uncertain (probabilistically
defined). However, the perception of state is certain as it must obey the Markov prop-
erty. Formally, the Markov property simply means that the next state s0 and current
reward r only depends on the current state s and action taken a. In other words, T and
R are independent of any previous states and actions.
To illustrate the MDP framework in the context of a tennis sports game, each s 2 S
can be permutations of the values of the attributes agent position, ball position and
turn, whilst A can include actions like goNetLeft and hitFarLeft. The game mechanics
would basically be exhaustively defined by T , whereby possibly
T (ball at right; hitFarLeft; ball at left)would have a high value. R basically allows the
game designer to denote what actions are “right” and “wrong” for the agent in different
states. For example assigning a high value for R(agent at right; hitFarLeft) makes the
agent hit the ball to a location the opponent is not standing at.
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3.1.2 Optimal Agent Behavior
The primary aim of formulating a problem as an MDP is to obtain what is known as an
optimal policy, meaning a set of best actions for the agent to take in each state of the
world. First and foremost, a policy,  : S ! A, is a mapping that specifies an action
to take for each state. A policy can be evaluated based on a value function V;t(s) that
determines the expected sum of rewards gained from starting in state s and executing
actions defined by policy  for t steps.
V;t+1(s) = R(s; a) + 
X
s02S
T (s; a; s0)V;t(s0);
where action a = t(s). With this concept, solution algorithms can now be discussed.
To date, there are many methods to find the optimal policy. At worst, the policy
can normally be computed in polynomial time which is very much acceptable in most
applications where the worst case is rare. Most of these algorithms are evolved from a
basic and powerful solution algorithm called value iteration. Value iteration also serves
as a basis for POMDP solutions, which will be discussed in the next section. A detailed
description of the value iteration algorithm is as follows:
Value Iteration
The value iteration algorithm is basically an iterative procedure that repeatedly updates
the following equation, also known as the Bellman equation:
Vt+1(s) = max
a2A
fR(s; a) + 
X
s02S
T (s; a; s0)Vt(s0)g; (3.1)
where Vt+1 represents the optimal value function and V0(s) = R(s). In other words, the
optimal t+ 1 horizon policy, t+1, is:
t+1 = argmax
a2A
fR(s; a) + 
X
s02S
T (s; a; s0)Vt(s0)g; (3.2)
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Input: hS;A; T; R; i
Output: (s)




while jVt(s)  Vt 1(s)j >  for all s 2 S do
foreach s 2 S do
t = t+ 1;
foreach a 2 A do
Qat (s) = R(s; a) + 
P
s02S T (s; a; s
0)Vt 1(s0);
Vt(s) = maxa2AQat (s);




Algorithm 1: The value iteration algorithm. An iterative procedure over the bellman
equation. The MDP model parameters hS;A; T; R; i are given as input to produce
the optimal policy (s) as output.
As shown in Algorithm 1, value iteration is a process that iterates backwards in time.
It starts by initializing the value function to zero for all states, and the first iteration t = 1
is actually the final step the agent takes. Then each subsequent iteration is actually
taking one step backwards in time and a one-step policy is constructed to reach the
value function in the previous iteration (which is actually a future time). Note that the
algorithm makes use of an auxiliary function Qat (s) which corresponds to the value of
the state s with t steps left, but now with respect to taking a specific action a and then
continuing with the optimal policy. This is as opposed to Vt(s) which is independent
of a. The algorithm terminates when the maximum difference between two successive
iterations is less than the Bellman error, . This criterion is valid because it has been
shown that if it is true that jVt(s)   Vt 1(s)j >  for all s 2 S , then maxs2S jV;t(s)  
Vt(s)j < 2 1  (note again that Vt represents the optimal value function). In general the
algorithm converges since  < 1 causes the value function to geometrically diminish,




Since the pioneering of MDP in the 1950s, the theory has evolved rapidly. One promi-
nent track is the idea of factored MDPs [3] to tackle the problem of large state spaces. A
factored MDP basically substitutes the set of all states S with a parametrically defined
X , where X = X1; :::; Xn and each Xk represents a state variable. A particular state
can now be represented as an assignment X = x1; :::; xn. In doing so, the transition
function is greatly simplified and can be represented cleanly by a dynamic bayesian
network [11]. This is based on the fact that many state variables are independent of
another state variable in the last time step. The solution algorithms hence exploit this
structure to formulate tractable solutions.
In very large environments, the transition function, the reward function and even the
value functions and policies might be too huge to be implemented via a lookup table
or it might be too slow to access such a huge database. These functions can hence
be represented by function approximators like basis functions[37]. A popular example
is TD-Gammon program [68] which utilized neural networks to represent the value
function. Although it could not beat the best backgammon players, it showed a high
intermediate level of play.
In another aspect, much attention has been given to a particular generalization of
the model to enhance the applicability of MDPs to more real world problems where
environments are not fully observable. This will be described in the next section (3.2)
on Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes.
In modern game AI, the work related to MDPs are mostly in the form of reinforce-
ment learning, which represents a class of adaptive AI approaches based onMDPs. This
will be described in Section 3.3.
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3.2 Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
A Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) [22] is an extension to an
MDP to cater for environments with states that cannot be determined reliably, which
makes up a vast majority of real world problems from robotics to marketing analyzers.
This means that instead of knowing the actual state, only certain observations or clues
can be obtained from the world. This violates the Markov property and intuitively a
history of all past observations and actions need to be recorded to remove the state
ambiguity. POMDPs provide such a framework to resolve such problems. As shown
in Figure 3.2, since the agent can only make observations about the actual state now,
it makes use of these observations to compute a belief state, which can be viewed as a
calculated guess of the actual state. Actions are hence taken based on the belief states.
In other words, policies now correspond to a mapping from belief states to actions.
It is worth pointing out that in the context of computer games, the game world is
human-programmed and can actually be made completely observable to an agent in
the game. Does this mean that POMDPs are not relevant to this thesis? Actually no.
Firstly, any game involves at least a human player, of which the player’s personality
and style of play are not fully observable. During the game, the player might exhibit
certain behavior like constantly hiding and ambushing enemies which might show that
he or she might be of a sneaky player type. But these are only observations and the
agent cannot determine for sure whether it is entirely true from the start. Moreover,
many modern games emphasize on realism, hence some games intrinsically require
that certain aspects be hidden to the agents. A typical example would be that of RTS
games, where there exists a fog of war element that hides unchartered portions of the




Figure 3.2: An overview of the POMDP agent architecture. The agent maps a POMDP
abstract from the game world and finds optimal actions according to each belief state
derived from the observations presented at each time step.
3.2.1 Mathematical Framework
A POMDP can be described as a tuple hS;A; T; R; ;O; O; b0i where:
 S , A, T , R and  are the same as in an MDP,
 O is a finite set of observations,
 O : SA !Q(O) is the corresponding observation function such thatO(a; s0; o)
defines the probability of making observation o if the agent takes action a and the
world transits to state s0.
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As mentioned, the agent needs to keep an internal belief state, b, that summa-
rizes its previous experience. It is basically a vector of probabilities such that b =
(b(s1); b(s2); : : : ; b(sjSj)), where si 2 S, 0  b(s)  1, and
P
s2S b(s) = 1. b0 is the
agent’s initial belief state. Given that the agent makes observation o after taking action a
in belief state b, the next belief state b0 can be computed using a state estimator function




s2S T (s; a; s
0)b(s)
P (ojb; a) ; (3.3)
where P (ojb; a) =Ps2S b(s)Ps02S T (s; a; s0)O(a; s0; o).
3.2.2 Optimal Agent Behavior
To obtain a policy for a POMDP, the agent needs to map each belief state into an action.
To solve for the optimal policy, one needs to view the POMDP as a continuous space
“belief MDP”, so that the Markov property holds true and the familiar value iteration
technique can be employed. With this concept, the transition and reward functions can
be converted to their counterparts in this “belief MDP”.
  : BA !Q(B) represents the new “belief MDP” transition function whereby:
(b; a; b0) =
X
o2O
P (b0jb; a; o)P (ajb; a)
where




where SE is the State Estimator function defined by Equation 3.3, and







With the new “belief MDP” parameters defined, the value iteration equations similar
to those of Equations 3.1 and 3.2 are defined as follows:
Vt+1(b) = max
a2A






f(b; a) + 
X
b02B
(b; a; b0)Vt(b0)g; (3.4)
where B is the set of all belief states, and  and  are the “belief MDP” transition and
reward functions respectively. These equations serve as the basis for the POMDP value
iteration, which is described as follows:
POMDP Value Iteration
The POMDP versions of value iteration are highly complex due to its continuous na-
ture. The algorithms have been based on the fact that the value function of POMDPs
are piecewise linear and convex, which can be represented as finite collections of jSj-
dimensional vectors, commonly known as  vectors. The value function of a POMDP
can hence be denoted by a collection of  vectors,   = fig. In the value iteration here,
each iteration n aims to obtain a current estimate of the value function  n. To do so,
intermediate sets  a; and  a;o are defined as follows:
 a; = fj(s) = R(s; a)g; and
 a;o = fj(s) = 
X
s02S
T (s; a; s0)O(a; s0; o)0(s0)g;80 2  n:
The Q-function is then a cross sum of these vectors for every observation o:
 a =  a;   a;o1   a;o2 : : : ;
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With the value function determined, the optimal policy in equation 3.4 can hence be
defined.
Although this procedure elegantly derives a POMDP value iteration algorithm, the
actual computation is intractable when the number of states grow moderately large. For
example, a 10-state problem equates to a continuous 10-dimensional space in POMDP.
Even the simplest toy problems will appear daunting to solve as a POMDP. In general,
the complexity of obtaining the policy is shown to be PSPACE-complete or even unde-
cideable [38], which means it will not be acceptable in real world applications. Hence
obtaining tractable solutions to POMDPs is still an open problem which is popular in
today’s research.
3.2.3 Current Advancements
To compute practical solutions in reasonable timings, there have been significant efforts
in the development of approximation algorithms. In terms of performance, point-based
algorithms have been particularly successful [39, 53, 13, 25]. The main idea behind
point-based methods is to sample a representative set of points eB from the belief space








and the set of maximal  vectors are retained in the value function  n+1:
 n+1 = arg max
 ab ;8a2A
; 8b 2 B:
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Point-Based Value Iteration (PBVI) [39] is the first point-based algorithm that demon-
strated acceptable performance whilst Heuristic Search Value Iteration (HSVI) [56] de-
vised some heuristics to improve upon that. Successive Approximations of the Reach-
able Space under Optimal Policies (SARSOP) is another point-based algorithm which
tries to exploit optimally reachable belief spaces and has shown results even better than
HSVI. An interesting work is that of Forward Search Value Iteration (FSVI) [53] which
makes use of the underlying MDP to guide the sampling. Part of the basic architecture
in this thesis is partly inspired by the idea in FSVI but approached in a totally different
manner. They made use of the MDP to guide their main POMDP value iteration whilst
the architecture in this thesis decomposes the problem domain into two parts (MDP
and POMDP), obtain the abstract policies separately, then combines them into a single
policy.
Although it has been reported that point-based algorithms have increased the chances
at solving POMDPs practically, it is still a rather far cry from that of modern computer
game worlds. For an integrated exploration task of about 15,000 states, it still takes
more than an hour for an improved version of HSVI or SARSOP to solve it. It is almost
impossible that a game agent can be allowed that much time to plan. Hence there is a
pressing need for better insights to arriving at good policies for modern game agents.
Lastly, to the best of knowledge, there has been no known work in modern game
AI based on POMDPs. This also partly motivates part of the IMPLANT architecture
derived in this thesis, which will be described in Chapter 5.
3.3 Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning [60] refers to a class of methodologies that provide a way for
programming agents such that tasks are achieved without the need to specify how to do
it. The methods empower the agent to improve its behavior towards achieving the tasks
through trial-and-error interactions with the environment. This is achieved primarily
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by specifying reward and punishment functions for the actions in each state. In the
domain of games, reinforcement learning can be thought of as a goal-based approach
to conceiving intelligent behavior. This is because the reinforcement learning solution
designer simply needs to specify the rewards and punishments when the agent reaches
certain goals (and possibly sub-goals).
Figure 3.3: An overview of the reinforcement learning agent architecture. The agent
receives a state perception of the game world and determines an action accordingly. The
action then changes the game world and produces a reinforcement signal as feedback
of the last action performed.
In current approaches, MDPs are the most commonly used formal environment rep-
resentation as the basis for reinforcement learning problems. As shown in Figure 3.3,
a reinforcement learning agent is connected to its environment via perceptions and ac-
tions. In each time step, the agent perceives the environment via the current state as
input and chooses an action as output. This action changes the state of the environment
which generates a certain reinforcement signal (the reward) as feedback of the current
action’s feasibility. The goal of the reinforcement learning agent is thus to choose ac-
tions such that the long-term sum of rewards is maximal. As can be seen, this process
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closely resembles the model of an MDP. That is why MDPs are the model of choice
for representing reinforcement learning problems. Hence unsurprisingly, most solution
methods are based on the Bellman equation (3.1).
In the subsequent subsections (3.3.1 and 3.3.2), methods for obtaining optimal poli-
cies will be discussed. In the previous sections (3.1 and 3.2) on MDP and POMDP,
methods for obtaining an optimal policy were also shown. An important distinction
to be emphasized here is the difference between planning and learning. The methods
shown previously assumed a model of the environment was already known, and those
methods are known as planning approaches. The methods about to be shown in this sec-
tion assumes no such model knowledge, and these are known as learning approaches.
Reinforcement learning methods, as the name implies, are concerned with learning ap-
proaches.
3.3.1 Exploitation versus Exploration
A well-known problem in reinforcement learning is the dilemma between exploitation
and exploration. In contrast with the more widely studied problem of supervised learn-
ing, a reinforcement learning agent is not given samples of what a good action would
be. The reinforcement learning agent must explicitly explore its environment in order
to learn what good actions are. In the midst of exploration, it must also act optimally
such that it can achieve its goals ultimately. Deciding when and how much exploitation
against exploration to perform is the fundamental problem of reinforcement learning.
To handle this problem, a number of formally justified techniques exists but are
unfortunately only suited for theoretical studies to prove correctness results. Techniques
like Gittins allocation indices and learning automata [23] have fairly well-developed
theory but are only good when applied to toy problems for instructive purposes. Hence
they will not be discussed here as this thesis focuses on practical applications in modern
games. In practical applications that contain much more complex environments, two
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popular heuristic methods have shown much promise in simplicity and computational
tractability. They are the -greedy rule and the softmax rule [60], which are explained
as follows:
-greedy Rule
At each time step, an agent using the -greedy rule basically chooses a random action
with probability , and chooses an action with the highest expected value otherwise
(with probability 1  ). This means that when  = 0, the agent follows a totally greedy
algorithm and always chooses the best action without concern about the possibility of
better actions that may exist. In general one will choose a lower  if time is limited and
vice versa if time is ample for more exploration to discover better action policies.
Softmax Rule
In the softmax action selection process, a higher expected value means a higher chance
of being selected. The probability, Pr, of selecting an action, at, at time t is





where n is the total number of actions and  is a temperature variable to control the
greediness of the approach [60].
The softmax approach aims to resolve a problem existent in certain situations when
the -greedy approach is used. The drawback of the -greedy approach is that explo-
ration is random, and it is likely to choose the action with the worst performance. In




3.3.2 Model-free versus Model-based Approaches
Reinforcement learning methods can be broadly classified into model-free and model-
based approaches. A model-free approach learns a policy without learning a model (the
T (s; a; s0) and R(s; a) as described in Section 3.1.1) whereas a model-based approach
learns a model and uses it to derive a policy. The question of which approach is better is
still very much an ongoing dispute. There has been a number of algorithms proposed in
both domains but most mainly use insights from value iteration as described in Section
3.1.2. The most pervasive and effective algorithms in each domain are described as
follows:
Model-free: Q-learning
In the model-free domain, Q-learning [23] is perhaps the most popular method to be
employed in practical applications. In each time step, a Q-learning agent makes an
update to a certainQa(s) value, which represents an estimate of the expected discounted
reward of taking action a in state s. If s is the current state, a is the current choice of
action performed, s0 is the resultant next state and r is the current instantaneous reward
received, then the Q-learning rule can be represented as:





It has been shown that if each action is executed in each state an infinite number of times
and  is decayed appropriately, then the Qa(s) values will definitely converge towards
the actual expected discounted reward of taking action a in state s. Hence during or near
convergence, the agent can make use of the Qa(s) values to determine which action is
best in each state.
In Q-learning, the problem of exploitation versus exploration must be addressed as
well. In practice, one of the two method described in the last subsection 3.3.1 is com-
monly adopted. A key point to take note is that Q-learning is exploration insensitive,
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meaning that the Q values will converge to the optimal values regardless of the explo-
ration strategy. This reason, coupled with the simplicity of implementation, contributes
to the fact that Q-learning remains one of the most popular and effective model-free
algorithm in practice. However, although it is shown to converge with much certainty,
the time taken to converge is painfully slow. This is the problem the model-based ap-
proaches try to resolve, which is described next.
Model-based: Prioritized Sweeping
As described in the previous section, model-free methods like Q-learning can learn an
optimal policy without even knowing the T (s; a; s0) and R(s; a) functions. However, it
is not hard to see that the agent makes extremely inefficient use of the data it accesses at
each learning iteration, which explains why model-free approaches take tremendously
long times to converge.
Model-based approaches aim to learn the T (s; a; s0) and R(s; a) functions first, and
then use them to compute the optimal policy. However, due to online performance
requirements and the possibility of environmental (model) changes, the two processes
cannot be distinctively divided as such. In the model-based domain, prioritized sweep-
ing [23] is one algorithm that effectively exploits a middle ground between learning a
policy and learning the environment model at the same time.
As with the previous section, s is the current state, a is the current choice of ac-
tion performed, s0 is the resultant next state and r is the current instantaneous reward
received. In each time step, the prioritized sweeping agent first updates the model by
incrementing the statistics for the transition from s to s0. It then updates the statistics
for the reward r received as well. After that, it updates the value at state s, which is
based on the value function in Equation 3.1. Thereafter, it performs additional value
updates on selected predecessor states ~s of s. These predecessor states ~s are basically
states that have a non-zero probability in reaching s under some action a. Moreover,
these predecessor states are updated according to a certain priority determined by the
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magnitude of change between the current value estimate and the last value estimate.
Similar to any reinforcement learning approach, one of the methods in Section 3.3.1
needs to be employed to resolve the exploitation versus exploration issue. The detailed
priority sweeping algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
Input: the current state s, the current action performed a, the resultant next state
s0 and the current instantaneous reward r
Output: the next optimal action a and the updated model defined by the
transition function T and reward function R
update T (s; a; s0) and R(s; a);
insert s into top of PQ;
while there is computation time left do
get s from top of PQ;
store the old value V old=V (s);
update the new value V (s) = maxa2A(R(s; a) + 
P
s02S T (s; a; s
0)V (s0));
compute the value change V =V old   V (s);
set prioritys = 0;
foreach predecessor state ~s and action ~a leading into s do
set priority~s = max(V  T (~s; ~a; s0); priority~s);
insert ~s into PQ according to priority~s;
end
end
if is exploration then
get arbitrary action according to exploration strategy;
end
else
get greedy action according to V (s0);
end
Algorithm 2: The priority sweeping algorithm. A model-based reinforcement learn-
ing approach that simultaneously uses experience to build a model and uses the model
to compute the policy online.
3.3.3 Current Advancements
Reinforcement learning approaches have been tried in some modern game research
studies [29, 59, 28]. In particular, Q-learning has been the most popular due to its
simplicity and desirable convergence properties as mentioned previously. However, the
general consensus is that learning takes too long to get recognized in modern games
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[42]. Firstly, in most modern games, agents do not live long enough to benefit from
learning. Secondly, players do not recognize that the agents are improving by minus-
cule increments over a long time. This thesis also addresses this problem by limiting
the amount of in-game learning to a minimum.
3.4 Chapter Summary
A basic technical background has been given to precede the chapters on the method-
ology descriptions of this thesis work. This chapter basically covers the MDP and
POMDP concepts. In each section, the mathematical framework, the solution basis
for the respective optimal policies, as well as a brief literature on their current advance-
ments are given. A section on reinforcement learning was also provided because various
techniques devised in this thesis are derived from the reinforcement learning literature.
Currently, much research has been focused on the more recent POMDPs as the
POMDP model portrays a more complete representation of practical applications as
compared to the MDP model. However, as shown in this chapter, the complexity of
POMDPs is at a magnitude that is many times higher than that of MDPs. This is perhaps
the most serious limitations of POMDPs which needs to be resolved, or else it would
always be just a well-founded theory only good for academic discussions. Without
a doubt, much of current work in POMDPs revolves around structural exploitations
and heuristics to reduce the complexity such that it can be implemented in practical
applications.
In modern games which exhibit high randomness and partial observability, the POMDP
model should be the logical choice for a decision making framework in an intelligent
game agent. This is mainly due to the presence of characters (agents) controlled by real
human players whose play styles and habits are not fully observable. As playability is
a primary concern in actual commercial games, player-centric adaptation is important
and this aspect of the game needs to be well modeled. As discussed, a naive planning
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approach would be almost impossible as policy computation times are going to be astro-
nomical. This thesis approaches the problem by exploiting on a fundamental structure
of the modern game. This approach will be described in detail in Chapter 5.
On the other extreme, pure model-free methods in reinforcement learning seems
to provide a way to overcome the representation problem in MDP and POMDP ap-
proaches. However, such model-free methods do not take advantage of the useful in-
formation presented during learning and hence normally learns at a painfully slow rate
unacceptable to modern game play. Hence this thesis approaches the game agent prob-
lem from a primarily model-based angle.
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Chapter 4
Tactical Agent Personality (TAP)
No coach has ever won a game by what he knows; it’s
what his players know that counts.
Paul Bryant (1913-1983)
This chapter describes a personality representation model used specifically for inter-
agent adaptation, known as the Tactical Agent Personality (TAP) [63]. Motivated by the
discussions in Chapters 1 and 2, a major part of this thesis aims at exploring ways to en-
able player-specific adaptation in modern games. Generalizing this goal, it is to examine
an optimal way to allow inter-agent adaptation, regardless of whether an agent refers
to a player character (PC), or a non-player character (NPC). The TAP is a personality
representation model that can be used to accomplish this task, and is formulated in the
process of this thesis work. The first two sections (4.1 and 4.1.1) describe the basic TAP
model and the corresponding TAP-based adaption framework.
In the composition of this thesis, a collection of work has been performed to develop
the TAP-based framework. Together, these studies form a collective empirical proof of
the feasibility of the TAPmodel in the modern games. The subsequent sections describe
these studies in detail. They are namely:
 the Strategic Agent Personality (SAP) used in a hierarchical learning framework
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[64] (Section 4.2),
 the TAP model based on temporal links [65] (Section 4.3), and
 a dimensionality reduction scheme for TAP representation variables [66] (Section
4.4).
The chapter then ends with a summary in Section 4.5.
4.1 A Simple But Sufficient Personality Model
Broadly speaking, to enable a certain agent A to adapt to another agent B, a knowledge
representation of agent B must be made available. This representation should capture
as much information about the behaviorial history of agentB as possible but at the same
time be simple enough for practical implementation to be possible. It is in this light that
the TAP model is crafted, which will be described in the rest of this section.
Generally, the TAP model can be described as a statistical record of agent actions,
and hence can be directly modeled without any human intervention. As discussed in
Section 2.3, current player modeling approaches are mainly classification approaches
and rely on the fact that there is enough expert knowledge to define a set of player
archetypes that can sufficiently provide adaptive behavior for the NPCs. This might
work if the expert meticulously crafts and tweaks these archetypes such that appropriate
behavior is obtained, but this is obviously going to be laborious. Moreover, the ability
of the algorithm to generalize to different games is limited, especially across genres. In
a way, the TAP model directly takes the available PC actions as the player archetypes,
which eliminates the limitations described.
For any agent in the game (PC or NPC), its TAP consists of a set of actions (that
are allowed to be adaptive), with each action tagged with a relative weight value as
shown in Figure 4.1. Each action in the set is tagged with a certain value between 0
and 1. Formally defined, if P is the set of all agent personalities, the agent personality,
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Pk 2 P , of an agent k is a function that assigns a value to each action.
Pk : A! [0; 1]; (4.1)
where A is the set of all allowable actions.
Figure 4.1: An example Tactical Agent Personality (TAP). Each action is tagged with a
relative weight value that can be evaluated into a probability of choosing it. The shaded
ones are the adaptable actions whilst the unshaded ones are non-adaptable.
As can be expected of such an arrangement, this simply means that when an action
selection mechanism is applied, the value determines the chance of choosing that ac-
tion in view of other simultaneous actions. That is to say, the values are normalized to
determine a probability that it can be chosen. Hence, to exhibit a certain personality, it
means a combination of different action values in the set. This is a simple, practical and
flexible way to define personality in agents. A change in personality inevitably leads to
a change of actions being exhibited, hence affecting the agent’s behavior. Intuitively,
this is also true in humans, as our personalities directly translate into the actions we
take in life. As will be shown in the next few sections, adaptation only takes place
with the personality, and action planning can take place thereafter, independent of the
adaptation process. In a simple sense, to use the personality with modern action plan-
ning paradigms like Hierarchical Task Networks (HTNs) [72] or GOAP [35], it means
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coupling each primitive action in the respective systems with the value as defined here.
Also note that some actions like “goto” or “die” may be always executed whenever it
is required of the agent to perform them. Hence they can be set to be non-adaptable and
always given a value of 1, since they do not occur simultaneously with other actions.
They are shown in Figure 4.1 as the non-shaded actions.
Although the concept of TAP is simple, it is shown to be a powerful asset when
used in an adaptation framework, as will be seen in the subsequent sections. The TAP
representation is akin to the concept of a POMDP belief state as depicted in Section
3.2. In a POMDP belief state, a probability distribution is maintained and updated over
the states as each observation is made. In the same way, the TAP model is actually a
probability distribution maintained and updated over the actions as each one is made.
For the POMDP belief state concept, it has been shown that this kind of probability
distribution is a sufficient statistic for the past history to represent the full information to
infer the current state [22]. Moreover, the simplicity of the TAP representation provides
a great ease of application which should entice game practitioners to use it in actual
commercial games. The next subsection describes an adaptation framework that makes
use of TAP.
4.1.1 The TAP Adaptation Framework
The TAP Adaptation Framework [64] is as shown in Figure 4.2. It is basically a learning
cycle that enables online training for the adapters (as shown in Figure 4.3) belonging
to each agent. The details of each process are as follows:
Adaptation
Each NPC agent possesses an adapter module which is responsible for interpreting the
other agents’ TAPs and hence generating its own TAP, as shown in Figure 4.3. As the
adapter might possibly deal with large input dimensions, a feed-forward neural network
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Figure 4.2: The adaptive game loop for the TAP adaptation framework. A cyclic process
that enables online training for the adapters.
Figure 4.3: The TAP adaptation process. For each agent, its adapter takes in either one
or more TAPs from other agents to generate its own TAP.
with a single hidden layer is chosen as the implementation, although it can be any func-
tion approximator in general. A diagram of the network structure is shown in Figure 4.5,
and more implementation details can be found in Section 4.1.2. The back-propagation
algorithm [36] is used for the network’s learning processes. Basically, the adapter can
be configured to either selectively take in the other NPCs’ TAPs as input, or only take
in the player’s own TAP, which would make it a purely player-centric adaptation. After
each agent obtains its own TAP, the game proceeds to the execution step.
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Execution
For the PC, the execution stage involves a collection of the player statistics to make
up the player’s TAP. Each weight in the TAP is basically an average of the number of
times the respective action has occurred. For the NPCs, this stage is an execution of
actions based on their TAP. It is worth pointing out that the end of execution does not
always mean a “game over” or “you win” scenario, although it can be defined this way.
Execution should end at a suitable predefined time in the game which does not disrupt
game play, for example, map transitions in a RPG, or re-spawn periods in a FPS. At the
end of execution, an error is calculated for the next stage, which is reinforcement.
Reinforcement
The error can also be thought of as the reward function of game parameters, based
on reinforcement learning terminology [60]. This error is passed on to each adapter
to enable it to update the weights of the neural network accordingly. At the end of
reinforcement, an updated adapter is being generated for each agent.
Also, at each loop, the adapters need to choose whether to exploit the learnt knowl-
edge and generate a well adapted TAP, or to generate a random TAP to possibly create
new learning instances for the adapters (the classical exploration versus exploitation
dilemma as explained in Section 3.3.1). Here, the standard -greedy algorithm [60] is
adopted. This means that at the adaptation step, each adapter will generate a random
TAP with probability , and exploit the knowledge to generate the best adapted TAP
otherwise.
The -greedy algorithm, though simple, has an intrinsic advantage for modern games.
Other than effectiveness in the agent behavior, diversity also plays a part in making
game AI interesting to the player [62]. In an adversarial example, when the enemy
NPC AI is effective, it provides a challenge for the player to overcome. When the AI
is diverse, it provides a variety of challenges for the player to play against, especially
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when the player gets tired of trying to beat the optimal agent. A similar statement can be
made for cooperative game play in ally NPC agents. The apparent randomness provided
in the -greedy algorithm provide diversity in the agent behavior, as an enhancement to
the effectiveness. Hence the  variable can also be thought of as a mediator between
effectiveness and diversity, both of which are important criterions in keeping game play
interesting.
In this workflow, it can be seen that the resource-intensive adaptation and reinforce-
ment processes only happen in between executions, hence eliminating disruptions to
the main game play. Also, the occasional exploration mechanism adds variety to NPC
behaviors which enhances player entertainment value [57].
In a nutshell, an agent using the TAP-based framework follows the operations as
shown in Algorithm 3.
Input: the set of all states S, the set of all actions A and the TAPs of all the other
n ally agents (P1; P2; : : : ; Pi; : : : ; Pn)
while game is running do
//adaptation;
get the TAP Pk via the adapter given the TAPs of the other ally agents
(P1; P2; : : : ; Pi; : : : ; Pn);
//execution;
generate behavior plan Bk 2 A (a sequence of actions) given the agent’s
personality, Pk, the current world state s0 and a goal state sg;
obtain the resultant world state s1 after executing the behavior plan Bk;
//reinforcement;
obtain the error E calculated from the attributes in s1 and sg;
reinforce the adapter using E;
end
Algorithm 3: The TAP adaptation algorithm. For any TAP-based agent k in the game,
its AI basically follows a sequence of operations which accomplishes the stages of
adaptation, execution and reinforcement as depicted in Figure 4.2.
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4.1.2 Evaluation
An evaluation of the basic adaptation framework based on the fundamental TAP formu-
lation is performed using an actual game setting. A typical FPS game scenario is built
and a screenshot is as shown in Figure 4.4. The game is built on of the Truevision3D
6.2 graphical engine1.
Figure 4.4: A screenshot of the fundamental TAP experimental game environment. The
game represents a typical FPS setting. The PC is in the center, and each of the other
NPCs in white are busy with their own tasks chosen. The opponents are the zombies
scattered over the map in packs.
Experimental Methodology
The experiments in this section aims to establish tests that can determine whether the
TAP model can provide competent adaptation towards the player. Competency can be
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3. robustness
of the TAP-based adaptation framework. Effectiveness measures the capability of the
framework to provide the intended results, which is for the agents to adapt and win
the game. Versatility measures how well the framework applies to differing player
types, which aims to show that the TAP-based framework can serve its primarily goal
of providing player-centric adaptation. Robustness measures the consistency of the
results in differing situations, so as to ascertain the validity of the results.
To establish effectiveness, the TAP-based adaptation framework is compared against
a scripted implementation. These two frameworks are implemented in the agents of
two opposing teams. Success is determined when the TAP-based team achieves a better
score. To further prove the effectiveness of the framework, a comparison is also made
between agents that adapt to only the player (player adaptive team), as well as using the
same framework for agents that adapt to all other ally agents (fully adaptive team). If
the fully adaptive team manages to achieve a better score than the player adaptive team,
it means that the addition of more TAPs increases adaptive performance. This would
further strengthen the claim that the TAP-based framework is indeed responsible for the
adaptation performance.
To establish versatility, experiments with varying player personalities (different TAP
attributes) are setup and tested for adaptive performance. Here, the player adaptive
TAP team, the fully adaptive TAP team and the scripted team scores are once again
compared. Success is achieved if the TAP-based team still manages to attain higher
average scores when player personalities are varied.
To establish robustness, we run a large number of rounds where game attributes are
randomized in each round. At the start of each round, the positions of the enemy agents
are randomized. Moreover, miss and critical hit probabilities are incorporated into the
attack actions such that every game is different (see Experimental Setup description for
details). Success is achieved if the average score across all the iterations is still higher
for the TAP-based teams.
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The sections that follow describe the game setups that aim to fulfil these test goals.
Experimental Setup
The goal of the game is to kill all the zombies in the game world. The PC is a marine
equipped with a laser gun with limited range. The player is accompanied with 5 ally
NPCs carrying the same type of gun. The PC and his NPCs can also run up close to
inflict melee damage on the opponent. The zombies are packed in groups and when any
of the agents are in range, they will approach the respective agent and melee attack by
biting them. The game ends when either all zombies are killed or the PC is killed. An
agent’s melee attack does double the damage compared to shooting because the agent
exposes itself to the attacks of the zombies and attracts more zombies towards it. All
attacks have a certain miss chance which results in no damage to the target when it
happens. Also, all attacks have a chance of hitting critically for twice the damage.
In these experiments, only the actionsmelee, shoot and heal are allowed to be adapt-
able, so that the results can be more obvious. An example personality of that used in
our experimental setting is as shown in Figure 4.1. The action planning system utilized
in the experiments is basically a rule-based system. The NPCs generally follows the
PC wherever he goes. At each zombie encounter, the NPCs will choose to either run
up close and melee the zombie, stay far and shoot it, or if an agent’s health is less than
full, decide whether to heal him. The choice of these three actions are dependant on the
probabilities defined in the agents’ TAPs.
All the result graphs to be shown are based on analyzing an error value E, which is




jWi  V (i)j;
where I is the set of game attributes useful in determining the success rate, V (i) is
the value of attribute i, andWi represents the corresponding coefficients to balance the
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weight of each attribute i 2 I . In this evaluation, there are only two elements in I .
The value V (1) of the first element i = 1 represents the total number of ally NPC
agents dead and the value V (2) of the second element i = 2 is the total number of
zombies alive. The corresponding weights W1 and W2 are 0.3 and 0.7 respectively.
These two attributes are the most straightforward metrics to determine the success rate
of the game. More weight was given to the former attribute because the goal of the game
is to eliminate the zombies, and that the latter attribute is more of a factor to determine
teamwork effectiveness, though it does have an effect on the game’s goal. Thus, it can
be seen that E inversely represents the degree of successful game play, which can be
used to determine the effectiveness of the TAP-based framework.
As shown in Figure 4.5, The adapter is implemented as a single-layered feed-
forward neural network using back-propagation [36]. In each iteration, the agent will
choose to utilize the most updated TAP with probability , and generate a new random
TAP otherwise (with probability 1   ). The  is initially set at 0:5 to allow for more
exploration, and decreased until 0:2 in the 100th iteration to allow for more exploitation
thereafter. In the rounds that a random TAP is generated, a threshold value thres is
set (at thres = 0:2) to determine whether the explored TAP performs good enough to
warrant a reinforcement. If E < thres, the reinforcement is performed, which consists
of the following weight updates on each network link,
w0ij = wij + w + joi;
where w0ij and wij are the new and previous weights from neuron i to neuron j,  is
the momentum (set at 0:9), w is the last change in weight,  is the learning rate (set
at 0:7), j is the error at neuron j, oi is the output at neuron i. The activation function
uses the normal sigmoid function.The error j at each output neuron accounts for the
difference between the network generated outputs (oj) and the outputs that generated
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good performance (tk),
j = oj(1  oj)(tk   oj):
The error j at each hidden neuron is a weighted sum of all the outgoing errors (j) of
the neurons it is connected to,
j = ok(1  ok)
X
wjkk:
The number of input neurons (blue colored neurons) is equals to jP j  jAj where jP j
is the number of input TAPs and jAj the number of adaptable actions in each TAP. The
number of output neurons (red colored neurons) is hence jAj. The number of hidden
neurons (orange colored neurons) is 8. The link network is fully connected (only in
the forward direction) in between each layer. In general the parameters used in the
framework for the experiments aim to achieve a high rate of learning. This is because
AI has to be visible quickly in modern games.
After the agent obtains its TAP, it’s behavior plan simply follows a scripted sequence
of actions defined in the game. This is basically the while loop procedure shown in
Algorithm 4 that repeats until execution ends. At the first line within the while loop
where it needs to select a combat action, it performs a roulette-wheel selection [32],
which basically selects a random action proportional to the probabilities defined for
each attribute (melee, heal and shoot) in the TAP.
while game is running do
select combat action from fmelee, heal, shootg;
set target to nearest enemy(for melee or shoot) or ally(for heal);
perform selected combat action on target;
end
Algorithm 4: Experimental setup of the fundamental TAP model tests: The behavior
plan algorithm. This procedure shows the behavior loop for each NPC in the experi-
ment, which repeats until execution ends.
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Figure 4.5: Experimental setup of the fundamental TAP model tests: The neural net-
work implementation of the adapter. This diagram shows the neural network structure
that is implemented for the experiments. The number of input neurons (blue colored
neurons) is equals to nt  na where nt is the number of input TAPs and na the number
of adaptable actions in each TAP. The number of output neurons (red colored neurons)
is hence na. The number of hidden neurons (orange colored neurons) is 8.
Experiments And Results
The experiments devised aim to test the effectiveness and versatility criterions as de-
scribed above. Robustness is an accompanying criterion that is maintained throughout
the tests.
Effectiveness Test Three sets of experiments are crafted to determine whether the
TAP-based framework is effective. In the first set of experiments, the game scenario is
run 500 times with scripted NPCs. Secondly, 500 iterations are performed again with
each NPC having its adapter adapting to only the PC. In a third set of 500 iterations,
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the adapters will adapt to the PC as well as all the other NPCs in the team. Each round
takes anywhere from 10 seconds to 5 minutes depending on how fast the player is killed
or how fast the zombies are all killed.
To establish robustness, each iteration contains randomly generated setups. In a
single iteration, the scripted behavior of the NPC is derived from fixed values of each
attribute found in the TAP representation. For example, a value of 0.8 for healing means
the scripted NPCwill perform healing 80% of the time. These fixed values are randomly
generated at the start of each iteration. Moreover, the positions of the zombies are re-
shuffled randomly to test for robustness (but with all sets of experiments having the
same random seed to ensure fairness). Hence these experiments aim to test whether
the personality adapted NPCs are better than scripted ones, and also to test the online
adaptability of our framework.
The effectiveness results are consolidated into a single graph as shown in Figure 4.6.
In general it can be seen from Figure 4.6 that the agents using the TAP framework (only
adapts to the PC) performs better as compared to scripted agents, with the adaptive
agents producing a total average of E = 0:576 versus a total average of E = 0:628
for scripted ones. Consequently, when using agents that adapt to all other agents, it
performs vastly better than both the scripted and the agents that only adapt to the PC,
with a total average of E = 0:393. This might be due to the fact that the team of agents
that adapt to each other has implicitly learnt cooperative behavior with the entire team,
whilst the team of agents that only adapt to the PC only learns how to complement the
PC.
To determine the significance of the results, unpaired one-tailed two-sample het-
eroscedastic Student’s t-tests [40] are performed on each pair of results. The null hy-
potheses are that there are no differences between the performance of the teams. The
alternative hypotheses to be achieved are that the fully adaptive framework performs
better than the player-only adaptive team, which in turn performs better than the scripted
framework. Hence a one-tailed test is used on each two-sample pair of results. All the
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Figure 4.6: Effectiveness test results for the fundamental TAP experiments: Plots of E
against the number of iterations. Lower E means better performance. A single point
on the graph represents a full game episode. The red colored line at the top depict the
results with non-adaptive agents, the black line below shows the results with agents
adaptive only towards the PC, and the blue line at the bottom shows the results with
agents adaptive to all other agents.
experiment sets are independent of each other, so an unpaired t-test is used. As no
assumption can be made about the variances of each distribution, the heteroscedastic
(unequal variance) t-test is chosen.






























where x1 and x2 are the sample means, s1 and s2 are the sample standard deviations,
and n1 and n2 are the sample sizes of the first and second samples (experimental sets)
respectively. The p-value is then calculated by deriving the probability that the absolute
value of a point chosen at random would be greater than or equal to T in a Student’s
t-distribution with df degrees of freedom.
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The results of the t-test are as shown in Table 4.1. It can be seen that the p-values
are all lower than 0.01 which implies that it can be said that the results are statistically
significant at the 1% level.
Non-Adaptive Adaptive - Player Only Non-Adaptive
vs Adaptive - Player Only vs Adaptive vs Adaptive
T-test
< 0:010 < 0:010 < 0:010
p-value
Table 4.1: Effectiveness test results for the fundamental TAP experiments: Table of
t-test p-values. These values verify the significance of the results that the fully adaptive
team is better than the adaptive (player only) team and the non-adaptive team, and that
the adaptive (player only) team is better than the non-adaptive team.
Versatility Test To establish versatility, further experiments are also performed to
show the adaptability across different player personalities. In these experiments, one
TAP attribute value is varied from 0 to 1 while the other two attributes are fixed. To
establish robustness, the game is also run for 500 iterations with each iteration differing
in terms of the randomized elements described in the effectiveness test setups.
In the versatility tests, Figure 4.7 shows the results where the melee and healing
attributes are fixed at 0.5 each respectively, whereas the the shooting probability is
varied from 0 to 1. Similarly, for the results in Figure 4.8, the melee and shooting
attributes are fixed at 0.5 whilst varying the healing attribute from 0 to 1. Again, the
experiment is repeated for the melee attribute and the results are shown in Figure 4.9. In
terms of the actual averages, for the shooting attribute as in Figure 4.7, it is E = 0:533
for scripted agents, E = 0:392 for agents that adapt only to the PC, and E = 0:340 for
agents that adapt to each other (see corresponding Table 4.2). For the healing attribute
as in Figure 4.8, the values are E = 0:538, E = 0:441, and E = 0:416 in the same
order (see corresponding Table 4.3). For the melee attribute as shown in Figure 4.9, the
values are E = 0:532, E = 0:547, and E = 0:428 in the same order (see corresponding
Table 4.4).
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Hence the same conclusions as those deduced from Figure 4.6 (that the team-based
adaptive agents perform better than player-only adaptive agents which in turn performs
better than scripted agents in various configurations of the PC personalities) can be
drawn here also and can thus be now generalized to more instances of the PC person-
alities. It can also be observed that in the melee setup, there is an abnormality that
the non-adaptive team performs just slightly better than the adaptive-player only team.
However, this result is insignificant as the p-value for this pair is 0:210 as shown in
Table 4.5.
Compared to the healing and shooting setups, it can also be seen that the improve-
ments gained in healing is diminished. As shown in Figure 4.8, as the player’s healing
attribute get higher, the performance of both types of adapted agents gets poorer and
closer to the scripted agents, likely due to the fact that he gets killed more often (and
when the PC is killed, it marks the end of an execution). This is because in the game
mechanics, the healer is especially vulnerable to death as the zombies are scripted to
attack healers first (because healing poses a greater threat to the zombies).
To determine the significance of the results, unpaired one-tailed two-sample het-
eroscedastic t-tests are performed. The same formulas (as with the previous effective-
ness experiments) as shown in equations 4.2 and 4.3 are used to calculate the t-statistics
and degrees of freedom respectively. The results of the t-test are as shown in Table
4.5. It can be seen that most of the p-values are lower than 0:01 which implies that it
is highly unlikely that the results have occurred by chance. However in the shooting
setup, the p-value is 0:112, which shows that it is likely that the result might be due
to chance. This might be due to the fact that changes in the shooting attribute does
not produce enough significant change for the TAP-based agents to adapt and produce
enough improvement. Nevertheless there is still well over 85% a chance that the results
are significant. Similar observations can be made for the p-value of 0:017 in the melee
setup whereby the significance is at 95%.
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Average E
Shooting Probability Non-Adaptive Adaptive - Player Only Adaptive
0.1 0.576 0.403 0.331
0.2 0.471 0.273 0.192
0.3 0.474 0.533 0.391
0.4 0.533 0.362 0.267
0.5 0.393 0.312 0.296
0.6 0.575 0.423 0.359
0.7 0.523 0.282 0.297
0.8 0.559 0.467 0.347
0.9 0.570 0.350 0.411
1.0 0.553 0.393 0.459
Total Average E 0.533 0.392 0.340
Table 4.2: Versatility test results for the fundamental TAP experiments: Table of E
against the shooting probability. Lower E means better performance. Each entry in the
table is an average E over 10 runs.
4.1.3 Deductions
This section presents the initial efforts to devise a framework that enables player-centric
adaptability of game agents. A novel concept of personality in game agents is intro-
duced as a pre-step before actual action selection. In doing so, computational overhead
is reduced as adaptation only takes place on the personality which only needs to be per-
formed at convenient interludes in the game. It also improves modularity in the adaptive
framework so that it can be used with various state of the art action planning methods.
Moreover, with the personality defined uniformly across both PCs and NPCs, their
behaviors can be represented and interpreted equally. In growingly popular massive
multi-player online games (MMOGs), e.g. Guild Wars2, multiple PCs and NPCs are
mixed in a team for game missions. As the agent architecture for both are the same,
2http://www.guildwars.com/
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Figure 4.7: Versatility test results for the fundamental TAP experiments: Plot of E
against the shooting probability. Lower E means better performance. A single point
on the graph represents a full game episode. The red colored line at the top depict the
results with non-adaptive agents, the black line below it shows the results with adaptive
agents but only towards the PC, and the blue line at the bottom shows the results with
adaptive agents that adapt to all other agents.
Figure 4.8: Versatility test results for the fundamental TAP experiments: Plot of E
against the healing probability. Lower E means better performance. A single point
on the graph represents a full game episode. The red colored line at the top depict the
results with non-adaptive agents, the black line below it shows the results with adaptive
agents but only towards the PC, and the blue line at the bottom shows the results with
adaptive agents that adapt to all other agents.
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Average E
Healing Probability Non-Adaptive Adaptive - Player Only Adaptive
0.1 0.576 0.429 0.473
0.2 0.471 0.427 0.279
0.3 0.474 0.357 0.355
0.4 0.533 0.290 0.386
0.5 0.474 0.424 0.423
0.6 0.575 0.540 0.438
0.7 0.523 0.540 0.399
0.8 0.559 0.468 0.411
0.9 0.570 0.442 0.478
1.0 0.534 0.475 0.462
Total Average E 0.538 0.441 0.416
Table 4.3: Versatility test results for the fundamental TAP experiments: Table of E
against the healing probability. Lower E means better performance. Each entry in the
table is an average E over 10 runs.
there is no need for different paradigms to represent their behavior profile. Moreover
some game worlds deliberately obscure the differences. Hence a homogenous represen-
tation is advantageous for simplicity and efficiency. In the experiments, it is shown that
the adaptation framework can be easily extended to facilitate a network of adaptation
needed in group scenarios.
In this initial effort, only primitive tactical actions are considered. The scalability of
the framework is also not considered here. This suits FPS games characterized by such
actions with a relatively small number of agent teams. Moreover, it seems like only a
single genre of actions (combat actions) can be made adaptable (for example adding
the “idle” action to the adaptable set might produce erratic behavior). Nevertheless the
fundamental TAP model serves as an important basis for inter-agent adaption and the
subsequent sections shows various TAP variations to cater to the limitations when the
TAP framework is to be applied in other more complex game genres (like RTS and RPG
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Average E
Melee Probability Non-Adaptive Adaptive - Player Only Adaptive
0.1 0.576 0.424 0.199
0.2 0.471 0.574 0.338
0.3 0.474 0.535 0.337
0.4 0.533 0.457 0.367
0.5 0.393 0.575 0.593
0.6 0.575 0.487 0.345
0.7 0.523 0.585 0.362
0.8 0.559 0.597 0.584
0.9 0.570 0.589 0.499
1.0 0.556 0.648 0.532
Total Average E 0.532 0.547 0.428
Table 4.4: Experimental results for the fundamental TAP experiments: Table of E
against the melee probability in versatility tests. Lower E means better performance.
Each entry in the table is an average E over 10 runs.
Non-Adaptive Adaptive - Player Only Non-Adaptive
vs Adaptive - Player Only vs Adaptive vs Adaptive
Shooting < 0:010 0:112 < 0:010
Healing < 0:010 < 0:010 < 0:010
Melee 0:210 < 0:010 0:017
Table 4.5: Versatility test results for the fundamental TAP experiments: Table of t-test
p-values. These values verify the significance of the results that the fully adaptive team
is better than the adaptive (player only) team and the non-adaptive team, and that the
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Figure 4.9: Versatility test results for the fundamental TAP experiments: Plot of E
against the melee probability. Lower E means better performance. A single point on
the graph represents a full game episode. The red colored line at the top depict the
results with non-adaptive agents, the black line below it shows the results with adaptive
agents but only towards the PC, and the blue line at the bottom shows the results with
adaptive agents that adapt to all other agents.
4.2 Strategic Agent Personality
As an initial effort [65] to enhance the TAP model’s generalization capabilities, the
TAP model was adapted to enable strategic decision making (on top of tactical decision
making) as both tactical and strategic planning aspects are important in modern games.
As described in the earlier subsections, the TAP consists of tactical actions and hence
is responsible for tactical behavior like the immediate slash and heal actions. Much of
modern game agent intelligence involves strategic decision making as well, an example
of which occurs while deciding when to do a flanking manoeuvre on the enemy. In
short, tactical decisions are short-term and normally individual-based whereas strategic
decisions are long-term and normally team-based. As an example in an RTS game, a
commander needs to both micro-control its subordinates and at the same time decide
on its own reactions towards immediate enemy encounters.
With the aim of creating a combined tactical and strategic decision making mecha-
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nism into an agent, first the SAP (Strategic Agent Personality) (as shown in Figure 4.10)
was introduced as a strategic version of TAP. In this SAP (the diagram on the right in
Figure 4.10), the primitive actions in the TAP are replaced with high level strategies.
The commander has several strategies in mind, each of which is assigned a weight be-
fore the start of the decision making process. Similarly, if Pstrategic is the set of all
SAPs, the SAP of an agent, Pstrategic 2 Pstrategic, is a function that assigns a weight to
each strategy which is determined by the learning framework as elaborated on in later
sub-sections.
Pstrategic : S ! W; (4.4)
where S is the set of all strategies.
Figure 4.10: An example Strategic Agent Personality (SAP). This diagram shows the
differences between the fundamental Tactical Agent Personality (left) and Strategic
Agent Personality (right). For the TAP, each action is tagged with a relative weight
that can be evaluated into a probability of choosing it. The shaded ones are the adapt-
able actions whilst the unshaded ones are non-adaptable. The SAP is similarly defined.
Next, a hierarchical learning framework was crafted. Every agent in the game pos-
sesses the cognitive framework as shown in Figure 4.11. First, a strategy, si, is passed
down from a parent agent in the previous hierarchical level. Based on this strategy
and taking certain environment variables into consideration, the tactical cognition and
the strategic cognition define the tactical personality, Ptactical, and strategic personal-
ity, Pstrategy, respectively. Via the tactical personality, the behavior generator outputs
a sequence of actions, Bi, for the agent’s current tactical behavior. Similarly, the strat-
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egy generator makes use of the strategic personality to produce a strategy, si+1, for use
by the next agent(s). Note that our definition of strategy is synonymous with that of a
command decision being passed down from a commander to a subordinate.
Figure 4.11: The Combined Tactical and Strategic Hierarchical Learning Framework.
The tactical behavior and its strategy for the agents in the current hierarchical level is
governed by the strategy being generated from the commander agents in the previous
hierarchical level. Central to the framework are the adaptive tactical and strategic per-
sonalities which control the selection process for the behaviors and strategies for each
agent.
4.2.1 Behavior and Strategy Generators
Again, common to any online learning framework, the problem of exploration versus
exploitation needs to be addressed. For the behavior generator the standard -greedy
algorithm [60] is adopted. This basically means that the generator chooses a random
tactical behavior sequence with probability , and exploits the knowledge to generate
the best behavior (actions with the highest weight) otherwise.
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For the strategy generator, the selection process follows a softmax rule [60] such
that a higher wi value means a higher chance of being selected, where wi 2 W is the
weight assigned to strategy si 2 S. The probability, Pr, of selecting a strategy, si, at
time t is





where n is the total number of strategies and  is a temperature variable to control the
greediness of the approach [60].
These straightforward selection methods ensure that behavior generation and strat-
egy selection can be done very quickly without interrupting or overlapping with actual
game play. Also, a change in the weights directly leads to a different tactical and strate-
gic characteristic for an agent, hence enabling a platform for variability of game play
which improves entertainment value. Note that strategy generation uses a softmax rule
as opposed to the -greedy method used in tactical behavior generation. This is be-
cause strategically a more constant performance is preferred over variability whereas
tactically, variability is just as important (for the purpose of entertainment value as
mentioned). A softmax rule ensures that higher weights would always result in a higher
chance of being selected whereas the -greedy method chooses randomly when explor-
ing.
After the strategies are passed down the hierarchy and each agent has determined
its behavioral action, the game is executed until the next re-evaluation time, T . This
re-evaluation time is basically the time step that is set for the agents to re-evaluate the
strategies and hence their behaviors. It can be a periodic time in the game or milestones
like map transitions in an RPG or re-spawn times in an FPS. After each execution, a
reward value, rT , is generated via a reward function. A particular formulation of the
reward function in an RTS setting is given in Section 4.2.3. This value, rT , represents
the environment factor as shown in Figure 4.11 which is passed on to the reinforcement
process in the tactical and strategy cognitions.
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4.2.2 Tactical and Strategic Cognitions
The tactical and strategic cognitions each perform a two stage process to determine the
personalities to be used in behavior and strategy selection, namely reinforcement and
command injection. In the reinforcement stage, only the behavior and strategy in use
(before the current re-evaluation time step) is affected. For each adaptable action, j, in
the behavior sequence in use, the update function for its weight, wj , is
wj = wj + (rT   rT ); (4.6)
where  is a positive step-size parameter to control the magnitude of change. rT is a
reference point to determine whether the current reward is large or small [60], and it
can either be a heuristic value or simply the average rewards over all the previous re-
evaluation time steps until the current time step. Similarly, if strategy i is the current
strategy in use, then the update function for the strategy weight, wi, is
wi = wi + (rT   rT ): (4.7)
After the tactical and strategic personalities are updated by the reinforcement pro-
cess, the strategy received from the previous hierarchy is used to temporarily affect
the weight values before the selection processes are performed. This is the command
injection stage. If si 1 is the strategy passed down from the agent from the previous
hierarchy,
P 0tactical = Ctactical(Ptactical; si 1) and (4.8)
P 0strategic = Cstrategic(Pstrategic; si 1); (4.9)
where P 0tactical and P
0
strategic are the new personalities respectively. The functionsCtactical
and Cstrategic can be rule-bases that define the effect of each individual strategy on the
current weights or a machine learning system trained to assign changes to each of the
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weights according to the strategy being received. In this work, the experimental setup
follows a rule-base system because the nature of our game requires domain knowledge
for each strategy received. Having the functions as rule-bases provides an avenue for
the inclusion of domain knowledge (specific to different game genres) in our frame-
work. The evaluation of this SAP-based hierarchical learning framework will be shown
in the section that follows.
The purpose of having a separate reinforcement and command injection stage is to
ensure that the framework is able to provide both individual and team behaviors. The
reinforcement stage provides for the individual learning of the tactical and strategic
personalities according to the reward values. The command injection stage provides a
communication mechanism such that team behavior can be explicitly enforced. This is
done by imposing personality modifier functions (Ctactical and Cstrategic) according to
a certain team leader agent. In doing so, all the team members under the leader would
have their personalities modified such that they conform to the team’s goals. Here the
functions are defined generically to allow for architectural flexibility in the framework
definition. Specific implementations of these functions are given in the Experimental
Setup description in the next section (4.2.3).
4.2.3 Evaluation
In order to evaluate the combined hierarchical framework in a real game environment
that has a typical strategic component, an RTS scenario is built. A screenshot of the
environment is as shown in Figure 4.12. Similar to the game in Section 4.1.2, this game
scenario is built on the Truevision3D 6.2 graphical engine.
Experimental Methodology
The experiments in this section aims at complementing the effectiveness, versatility and
robustness results shown in Section 4.1.2, so as to establish two further tests, namely
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Figure 4.12: A screenshot of the SAP hierarchical learning framework experimental
game environment. The game represents a typical Real Time Strategy (RTS) game
setting. Team A consists of the lighter colored characters (mainly on the bottom portion
of the figure) whilst Team B consists of the dark colored characters (mainly on the top
portion of the figure).
1. generality, and
2. scalability
of the TAP-based adaptation framework. Generality measures the effectiveness of the
framework to cater to varying opponent strategies in a different game genre. Scala-
bility measures how well the framework scales as the number of adaptive agents gets
larger. Robustness is an accompanying criteria that also needs to be measured to show
consistency of the results.
To establish generality, firstly the TAP-based adaptation framework is implemented
in a totally different game genre - an RTS game as opposed to the FPS game in Section
4.1.2. Then various common opponent strategies are implemented in which the TAP-
based framework is tested against. Success is determined when the TAP-based team
achieves a better score.
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To establish scalability, experiments with an increasing number of agents are carried
out. The total time taken for decision making of all the agents is recorded and compared
between each setup. The framework is determined to be scalable if the time taken for a
large number of agents is still within acceptable limits of plausible game play, or if the
growth factor is not large.
Similar to the previous experiments, a large number of rounds is run for both the
generality and scalability tests to establish robustness. The RTS game scenario imple-
mented here also contains the same miss and critical hit probabilities in the actions to
induce random scenarios in different test iterations. Success is achieved if the average
score is higher for the TAP-based teams.
The sections that follow describe the game setups that aim to fulfil these test goals.
Experimental Setup
The test environment consists of two opposing teams with symmetrical initial geometric
positions and identical team structures. Each team consists of agents having one base to
defend. The team structure of our main experiment is shown in Figure 4.13. The hier-
archy is static with a top level commander agent who directs multiple sub-teams, with
each sub-team having a team leader agent and a number of subordinate agents. Neither
team would have any tactical or strategic advantage at the start. The experiments are
performed in iterations that end when either team wins or a draw occurs. A team wins
only when the opposing team’s base is destroyed. A draw happens when both teams
have no more agents alive even though both bases are not destroyed.
The constituents that make up the tactical and strategic personalities are also shown
in Figure 4.13. Tactically, each agent is able to either melee (close range attack with
larger damage), shoot (long range attack with lesser damage) or heal an ally agent, much
like the agents in the fundamental TAP framework experiments in Section 4.1.2. The
base acts as a turret that has a longer range than agents and can attack a single enemy
at a time. Strategically, the options available to the commander agents of each team are
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Figure 4.13: Experimental setup of the SAP hierarchical learning framework tests:
Units’ hierarchy. Each team in the experiment consists of one commander, two sub-
team leaders and 6 units. All agents have the same type of tactical personality (with
different weights), but the strategic personalities at each hierarchical level are made up
of different items.
common strategies used in RTS games [46], and are described as follows:
1. Hunting attack. All ally agents would move towards and attack enemy agents
first, destroying all opponent agents before moving on to destroy the enemy base.
2. Critical attack. All ally agents would move towards the enemy base and try to
bring it down. They keep attacking until either the enemy base is destroyed or the
whole team is annihilated.
3. Flanking attack. Some ally agents would move towards and attack enemy agents
whilst the rest of the ally agents move towards one side of the enemy base and
attack it from there.
4. All defense. All ally agents would stay near the ally base and attack any enemy
agents that come within range. When all enemy agents are destroyed, they will
move to and attack the enemy base.
5. Attack & defend. Some ally agents would stay near the ally base whilst the rest
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would move towards and attack the enemy agents or enemy base.
The tactical and strategic cognition basically consists of the reinforcement and com-
mand injection stages respectively. The reward function used for the reinforcement








where rT is the reward at re-evaluation time T , O is the set of all objects of the player
team (agents, buildings, turrets, or other objects useful in determining the winning
chance) and O0 is the set of all objects of the computer controlled team. Ht(x) de-
fines a function that returns the hit-points or health of a game object x at time t. k and
0k are coefficients to balance the weight of each type of unit, where
P




In this particular experimental setup, Ht(x) simply returns the summation of all the
hit points of each agent (including the base agent) in the team. The coefficients k
and 0k follows a uniform distribution which assigns equal weights to each agent. For
the purpose of the experiments, the magnitudes of change and reference point for the
reward functions in Equations 4.7 and 4.6 are kept simple and uniform. The magnitudes
of change are set to  = 1 and  = 2 because the strategies need to be updated faster to
induce enough change to be visible to the player. The reference point is set at rT = 0
so as to give full weight to the actual rewards calculated in the algorithm.
In the command injection stages, the modifier functions Ctactical and Cstrategic in
Equations 4.8 and 4.9 are implemented as rule-based functions, demonstrating the abil-
ity of the framework to incorporate game domain knowledge. The command injection
function Cstrategic is implemented as shown in Algorithm 5.
Upon receipt of a higher level strategy si 1, the command injection function basi-
cally imposes modifiers on the values in each ai 2 Pstrategic. The modifier value is set
at  = 0:5 to have a moderately high value that produces enough behavioral variance
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switch si 1 do
case Hunting attack








aattack side = aattack side + =2;




adefend = adefend + ;
break;
endsw
case Attack & defend
aattack base = aattack base + =2;




Algorithm 5: Experimental setup of the SAP hierarchical learning framework tests:
The command injection algorithm. This procedure shows the implementation of the
strategic command injection functionCstrategic. Upon receipt of a higher level strategy
si 1, the algorithm basically imposes modifiers (based on ) on the values in each
ai 2 Pstrategic. A similar algorithm can also be modeled for the tactical command
injection function Ctactical, but in these experiments, it is taken to be the identity
function where Ctactical(Ptactical; si 1) = Ptactical.
to make a difference in each iteration. A similar function can also be modeled for the
tactical command injection function Ctactical, but in these experiments, it is taken to be
the identity function where Ctactical(Ptactical; si 1) = Ptactical. This is because in this
RTS experimental setup, strategic behavior is the main component to be tested.
In the behavior and strategy generators, they follow the selection rules exactly as
defined by the -greedy and softmax algorithms as described in Section 4.2.1. Again,
to keep parameters simple and uniform, the  in the -greedy algorithm is set to be 0:2
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and the  in the softmax algorithm is set to be 1.
Experiments And Results
The experiments devised aim to test the generality and versatility criterions as described
above. Robustness is an accompanying criterion that is maintained throughout the tests.
Generality Test The generality test determines whether the TAP-based framework
is still effective in a new game genre. For the team that incorporates the TAP-based
framework (TeamA), the tactics and strategies are selected and adapted according to the
methodology as depicted in this section. For the opposing team (Team B), the tactical
behavior is randomly selected between the 3 types shown. For each experimental setup,
one of the 5 strategies is chosen and fixed for Team B. Hence Team B portrays a team
scripted with a proper strategy and at the same time having some variance in their
tactical behavior. At the start of each experimental setup, Team A has their tactical
and strategic personalities randomly initialized. A separate experimental setup is also
performed whereby Team B chooses a random strategy at each iteration.
The main results are as shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. The graphs show the reward
value plotted against the number of iterations. All the agents’ hit-points as well as the
bases’ hit-points are included in the calculation of the reward as depicted in Equation
4.10. A positive reward means Team A has won the game, and the larger it is, the larger
the margin of success (higher performance), and vice versa.
As it can be seen, all the experiments eventually converge to a stable state where
Team A constantly wins. In cases where Team A randomly starts with a poor mix
of tactics and strategies (Sets 1, 2 and 3), it loses first and tries out each of the other
approaches and eventually finds a winning strategy which is reinforced and constantly
applied. In other cases, Team A starts with a relatively good strategy (Sets 4 and 5)
which is also reinforced and constantly utilized to win the game. For experiment Set
2 it can be seen that the opponent’s strategy (all Team B agents attacking the base at
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Figure 4.14: Generality test results for the SAP hierarchical learning framework: ex-
periment sets 1, 2 and 3. The first three of six sets of experimental setups whereby each
setup consists of Team B having a different fixed strategy. Each experiment set has the
reward value plotted against the number of iterations. A single point on the graph rep-
resents a full game episode. In general Team A (with our AI) is always able to converge
to a set of good tactics and strategies for a winning approach.
once) is a harder one to beat and the positive rewards are small in value. Nevertheless
Team A still finds the best approach in the end. In experiment Set 6, Team A also
manages to find a winning strategy even though Team B randomly chooses a strategy
at every round. After around 400 iterations there is a spike down probably due to
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Figure 4.15: Generality test results for the SAP hierarchical learning framework: ex-
periment sets 4, 5 and 6. The last three of six sets of experimental setups whereby each
setup consists of Team B having a different fixed strategy. The exception is in the 6th
set whereby Team B chooses a random strategy in each iteration. Each experiment set
has the reward value plotted against the number of iterations. A single point on the
graph represents a full game episode. In general Team A (with our AI) is always able
to converge to a set of good tactics and strategies for a winning approach.
the randomness, but Team A still manages to recover after another 50 iterations. In
general, it can be observed that the adaptive hierarchical framework enables the agent
to constantly perform better than teams with fixed approaches.
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To determine the significance of the results, a single-sample one-tailed Student’s
t-test [40] is performed on the results. An RTS game is a team-versus-team format
whereby each result is a single set of reward values that represent the performance of
the TAP-based team against the scripted team. Hence a single-sample t-test is used.
The null hypotheses are that there are no differences between the performance of the
teams (no difference with an outcome with mean 0). The alternative hypotheses to be
achieved are that the TAP-based teams perform better than the scripted team. Hence a
one-tailed t-test is used here.







and the following formula is used to determine the degrees of freedom
df = n  1; (4.12)
where x is the sample mean,  is the hypothetical mean (which is taken to be 0, equiv-
alent to a draw in the game), s is the sample standard deviation, and n is the sample
size of the samples (experimental sets). The p-value is then calculated by deriving the
probability that the absolute value of a point chosen at random would be greater than or
equal to T in a Student’s t-distribution with df degrees of freedom.
The results of the t-tests are as shown in Table 4.6 where it can be seen that the
p-values are mostly lower than 0:01, which implies that it is highly unlikely the results
have occurred by chance in majority of the cases. The p-values in the left column are
computed considering the full number of iterations from the start. Here, the Flanking
and Random setups have the p-value under 0:01, which concludes that the results are
hardly by chance. However, the All Defense has a p-value of 0:077, meaning that this
ambiguity chance is higher, but the significance of the result is still well above 90%.
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Mean values
Start from iteration 0 Start from iteration 250
Hunting Attack  0:002 0:118
Critical Attack  0:015 0:014
All Defense 0:017 0:165




Start from iteration 0 Start from iteration 250
Hunting Attack 0:607 < 0:010
Critical Attack 0:999 < 0:010
All Defense 0:077 < 0:010
Attack + Defense < 0:010 < 0:010
Flanking < 0:010 < 0:010
Random < 0:010 < 0:010
Table 4.6: Generality test results for the SAP hierarchical learning framework: Table of
mean and t-test p-values. The p-values in the left column are computed considering the
full number of iterations from the start. The p-values in the right column are computing
starting from iteration 250.
The Hunting Attack and Attack + Defense setups seems to have very poor significance
with p-values well above 0:5. As will be seen in the next paragraph, this is attributed to
the fact that the learning process prior to convergence is also considered.
The p-values in the right column in Table 4.6 are computed starting from iteration
250. This right column represents the values after the learning framework has converged
(it can be seen from the graphs in Figures 4.14 and 4.15 that the framework converges
around iteration 250). It can be seen that after convergence, the p-values are all well
below 0:01, hence it can be concluded that the results are statistically significant at the
1% level. This refutes the insignificance deductions as discussed in the last paragraph.
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Scalability Test To evaluate the scalability of the TAP-based framework, a set of
experiments is performed with an increasingly large number of agents. The total time
needed for all the agents to complete decision making at each re-evaluation step is
recorded and averaged over 500 runs for each experiment set.
The scalability results are tabulated as shown in Table 4.7. To investigate the growth
factor, the corresponding graph is plotted in Figure 4.16. Although the time required
is increasing in a roughly linear fashion with a factor of 0.0001s per agent (taking the
rough gradient from the graph in Figure 4.16 ), it still only takes slightly more than one
millisecond for around 100 agents, which is rather fast. This means the framework can
be implemented in modern games with a large number of intelligent agents.
No. of Agents 0 9 21 51 101
Average (500 rounds)
0.00000 0.00093 0.00362 0.00471 0.01185
Decision Making Time (s)
Table 4.7: Scalability test results for the SAP hierarchical learning framework: Table of
Average Decision Making Times. Each entry in the table is an average of 500 runs.
Figure 4.16: Scalability test results for the SAP hierarchical learning framework: Plot
of Average Decision Time vs Number of Agents. The average time required for decision
making is plotted against the number of agents. The decision time increases roughly
linear with the number of agents.
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4.2.4 Deductions
This section has presented a generic cognitive multi-agent framework for both tacti-
cal and strategic planning so that the TAP-based framework can be applied broadly in
more game genres. It is shown to exhibit better performance against various scripted
opponent team tactics and strategies, as well as one with a randomly varying strat-
egy. Advancing from the fundamental TAP model, a new strategic personality (SAP)
concept as well as a command-passing mechanism for team hierarchy is established.
The combined personalities provide a means for adaptation towards the feedback from
the environment as well as cater for a strategy command passed down from the higher
hierarchy. Moreover, the tactical flexibility in behavioral selection and decentralized
strategic planning process introduce interesting and variable character behaviors and
thus increasing the entertainment value for the player.
Although the broad definition of the framework according to Figure 4.11 can accom-
modate dynamic team setups with a clear hierarchy, it is limited by the generality of the
tactical and strategic cognitions. As demonstrated in the experiments, these components
are rather domain dependent and hence limit the flexibility of the hierarchy structures.
If generic implementations can be found for the cognitions, then a dynamic hierarchical
structure is possible. In this thesis however, the cognitions are used as a way of allowing
the game designer to incorporate domain knowledge into the framework.
4.3 Temporal Links in TAP
Advancing from the fundamental TAP model concept, this section introduces a tempo-
ral notion to the model to further enhance the generalization capabilities of the model
so as to improve its generality in more game genres (like an RPG game). To interpret
other agents behaviors, capturing sequential information is essential, apart from know-
ing their actions. For example in a doubles tennis game, if my teammate frequently runs
in front of the net right after his serve, I would know that he is an aggressive player, and
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thereby act according to that. In sections 4.1 and 4.2, the fundamental TAP framework
is shown to work effectively to a certain extent, but it suffers from two limitations by
ignoring temporal information. The first is a lack of descriptive power which might
deter adaptation performance. The second problem is that agents might produce erratic
behavior when actions of a different genre is added to their adaptable set. For example,
a warrior in an RPG has a rage action which boosts its attack power temporarily, mean-
ing the logical action after going into rage should be attack. The agents of the previous
work may just idle or dodge after that because of the probabilistic model which ignores
sequence. The fundamental TAP will work if these kind of actions are excluded from
the adaptable set, hence limiting its generality.
Figure 4.17: An example TAP based on temporal links. In the new TAP model (right),
a weighted topology depicting the preferential sequence of actions is added to the pre-
vious personality model (left).
Hence an alternative reformation of the model is performed by including directed
edges between each action as shown in Figure 4.17. Instead of placing weights on each
action, the weights are placed on each edge to denote a preference of that transition.
Note that Figure 4.17 is only illustrative and does not show all the links for viewing
clarity. Formally, if P is the set of all TAPs, the TAP, Pk 2 P , of an agent k is a
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function that assigns a value,W , to each action pair.
Pk : A A! W; (4.13)
where A is the set of all allowable actions. Now, the model captures preferences of
more descriptive tactical patterns rather than only action preferences previously. As ex-
plained, this enables more action genres to be adaptable and improves adaptation per-
formance, which will be shown in the experiments. By including temporal knowledge
in the model, it is also hoped that the flexibility and accuracy in inter-agent adaptation
will be improved. In a nutshell the temporal TAP can:
 improve adaptation performance and accuracy
 enhance generality to different games by enabling more action genres to be adapt-
able
When coupled with the TAP-based adaptation as described in Section 4.1.1, the
learning cycle (adaptation, execution and reinforcement) is the same as that shown in
Figure 4.2. The only differences are in the inputs and outputs of the adapter in the
adaptation stage. If the adapter is implemented as a feed-forward neural network as
that shown in Figure 4.5, instead of having the neurons as the values on each action
(node), now the neurons represent the values on each transition (directed edge). The
new temporal TAP is hence evaluated in this similar TAP-based adaptation framework,
which will be described in the following subsection (4.3.1).
4.3.1 Evaluation
To evaluate the temporal TAP-based framework, a typical battle scenario is created in
an RPG game scenario. An RPG game is chosen as each game character possesses a
good variety of different action genres which can effectively evaluate the enhancement
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claims of the temporal TAP model. A screenshot of the game environment is as shown
in Figure 4.18. This game scenario is built entirely in Adobe’s Actionscript 3.03.
Figure 4.18: A screenshot of the experimental game scenario used in evaluating the
TAP based on temporal links. Two teams of agents consisting of warriors, mages and
priests pit against each other. They can be differentiate by the weapons they carry.
Experimental Methodology
The experiments in this section aims to further complement the results shown in Sec-
tions 4.1.2 and 4.2.3, so as to reinforce two tests, namely the
1. generality, and
2. improvement
claims of the TAP-based adaptation framework. The generality test here measures the
effectiveness of the framework to cater to yet another game genre (which is RPGs).
Improvement is measured here to test how well the temporal enhancements improve the
3http://www.adobe.com/devnet/actionscript/
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TAP framework. Once again robustness also needs to be measured to show consistency
of the results.
To enhance generality, the TAP-based adaptation framework is implemented in yet
another totally different game genre - an RPG game as opposed to the FPS game in
Section 4.1.2 and the RTS game in Section 4.2.3. In this game, a TAP-based team is
similarly used to pit against a scripted team. Success is determined when the TAP-based
team achieves a better score in this new game environment.
To evaluate the improvement of effectiveness, two TAP-based teams are used in the
experimental setup - one using the original TAP model (TAP Team), and the other using
the temporal TAP model (TTAP Team). Success is straightforward - determined when
TTAP Team achieves a better score than TAP Team.
Similar to the previous experiments, a large number of rounds is run in both the
generality and effectiveness tests to adhere to the robustness criteria. The RPG game
implemented is inherently stochastically defined (see Section 4.3.1), hence every test
iteration will be different. Success is achieved if the average score is still maintained
higher across the TAP-based teams.
The sections that follow describe the game setups that aim to fulfil these test goals.
Experimental Setup
The game is modeled to mimic the complexity and randomness of a modern game. Dif-
ferent action genres that are vastly different in nature are created in the game as shown
in Table 4.9. Each agent can be one of 3 classes of characters typically found in RPG
games, and each can possesses a possibly different AI controller. Every agent possesses
the basic actions idle and dodge, but each character class possesses different personal
attributes and actions like slash and shout for the warrior, and heal andmindblast for
the priest. The full set of actions and their descriptions are as shown in Table 4.9.
Various aspects of uncertainty found in a typical RPG game are synthesized so as to
show practical applicability of this temporal algorithm. All class-specific actions have
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a certain chance of whether it will succeed, miss or inflict critical (double) damage.
The amount of damage or healing inflicted is calculated based on the class attributes,
weapon attributes, and character attributes. In addition, all attacks have a range and
cool-down time as well.
The adaptation framework parameters follow the same as that shown in Section
4.1.2. As mentioned, the network structure is the same as in Figure 4.5 but with the
input and output neurons representing the weights on the links instead of the actions
themselves. Hence the total number of inputs is N  k2 where N is the total number of
agents and k the number of actions each agent has.
Experiments And Results
The experiments devised aim to test the generality and effectiveness criterions as de-
scribed above. Robustness is an accompanying criterion that is maintained throughout
the tests.
Generality Test Here another basic proof of concept of the TAP-based framework
is demonstrated in a new RPG game genre. An RPG game consists complex game
environments with a larger variety of different action genres as compared to the FPS or
RTS game. A game is set up such that it makes use of all the different action genres
as depicted in Table 4.9. The game is set up as a battle between two teams with the
same setup. Each team consists of 1 PC and 5 NPCs which are made up of 2 warriors, 2
mages, and 2 priests. The first team will be using the enhanced TAP-based framework
(TTAP Team), whereas the other team uses synthetically scripted behavior (Scripted
Team) in a series of runs.
The results are as shown in Figure 4.19. The S value on the y-axis is basically a
score value that is the normalized difference between the hitpoints of the TTAP and
Scripted Teams. It is a value between  0:5 and 0:5, with the former meaning TTAP
Team has been wiped out with all Scripted Team agents having full hitpoints, and vice
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versa. It can be seen that the score is improving as the game proceeds, meaning the
adaptation does occur to make the agents perform better.
Figure 4.19: Generality test results for the temporal TAP adaptation framework: Plot
of S against number of iterations. A single point on the graph represents a full game
episode. S depicts the performance difference in TTAP Team vs Scripted Team.
A single-sample one-tailed Student’s t-test is performed on the results to establish
significance. As the results are based on a single reward value that represents the perfor-
mance of the TAP-based team against the scripted team, a single-sample t-test is used
here. The null hypothesis is that there is no difference between the performance of the
teams (no difference with an outcome with mean 0). The alternative hypothesis to be
achieved is that TTAP Team performs better than Scripted Team. Hence a one-tailed
test is used. The same formulas as shown in equations 5.5 and 5.6 are used to calculate
the t-statistic and degrees of freedom respectively. As shown in Table 4.8, the p-value
obtained is less than 0:01, which means that the claim is significant.
TTAP Team vs Scripted Team TTAP Team vs TAP Team
T-test p-value < 0:010 < 0:010
Table 4.8: Generality and improvement test results of the temporal TAP adaptation
framework: Table of t-test p-values. This value verifies the significance of the claim
that the TTAP Team performs better than the Scripted Team.
Improvement Test Here the experiments are set up to test whether the improvement
made to the temporal TAP model is effective, in comparison with the fundamental TAP
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model (as depicted in section 4.1). To make this comparison, the previous game sce-
nario is duplicated. As with the experiment in section 4.1.2, 6 agents are used and the
actionsmelee, shoot and heal re-created and made adaptable. The team using the tem-
poral TAP-based framework (TTAP Team) is then set to pit against a team using the old
framework (TAP Team), both with untrained adapters at first. The results are as shown
in Figure 4.20.
Figure 4.20: Experimental results of the temporal TAP adaptation framework over the
old TAP framework: Improvement Test. Plot of S against number of iterations. A single
point on the graph represents a full game episode. S depicts the performance difference
in TTAP Team vs TAP Team.
As shown in the graph, TTAP Team consistently performs better than TAP Team
but as it gets closer to 500 rounds the performance seem to converge to a draw state.
This is probably due to the fact that TAP Team has an AI of its own that also adapts
as the game proceeds. In general the line stays above 0 majority of the time with an
average of 0:092, which means TTAP Team wins more as a whole. This shows that the
new temporal TAP framework is performing better, although not by a whole lot. This
limitation will be discussed next in Section 4.3.2.
Similar to the previous generality experiments, the single-sample one-tailed Stu-
dent’s t-test is performed on the effectiveness results to establish significance. The null
hypothesis is that there is no difference between the performance of the teams (no dif-
ference with an outcome with mean 0). The alternative hypothesis to be achieved is that
TTAP Team performs better than TAP Team. The same formulas as shown in equations
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5.5 and 5.6 are used to calculate the t-statistic and degrees of freedom respectively.
As shown in Table 4.8, the p-value obtained is less than 0:01, which means that the
probability that the results are due to chance is also low here.
An auxiliary experiment is also setup to illustrate the limitation of the previous
framework [63] that produces erratic behavior when a different action genre is added to
the set of adaptable actions. For the warrior class there is a rage action (as shown in
Table 4.9) that increases the damage it can inflict within a certain period of time. Hence
it is much more logical that an attack (slash) should be executed when the rage is in
effect. During a series of runs, number of times slash is being executed is tabulated
when rage is in effect, for both the warrior using a trained temporal TAP-based frame-
work (warrior-TTAP), as well as for one using the previous framework (warrior-TAP)
[63]. As shown in Table 4.10, the number of times warrior-TAP uses slash is much
lesser than warrior-TTAP during rage. Although it can be seen the temporal system is
not perfect, but it has substantially reduced the behavioral oddity.
Class Action Description
All
idle increase small amount HP every small time period
dodge decrease chance to take damage for a time period
Warrior
slash medium damage to target at close range
battleshout increase max hitpoints for a time period
rage increase strength, (damage based on strength)
Mage
fireball huge damage to target at long range
manashield decrease damage taken for a time period
frostbolt small damage to target (speed reduces) at medium range
Priest
heal heal target at medium range
mindblast small damage to target at medium range
resurrect bring back dead target (use once only)
Table 4.9: Action descriptions of agents in the temporal TAP adaptation framework.
Each agent in the game possesses the basic actions idle and dodge. Each agent also
belongs to one of the character classes in the table and possesses the respective actions
as shown. Each action has a range and a cooldown, as well as possibly other special
attributes.
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Warrior-TAP Warrior-AP
Slash count 431 99
Table 4.10: Auxiliary experimental results to show reduction in erratic behavior via the
enhanced TAP adaptation framework. The table shows the slash count on 500 rages
performed by a warrior agent.
4.3.2 Deductions
This section has presented a temporal TAP representation that allows applicability in
a more complex game like an RPG. It is basically an addition of a weighted sequen-
tial topology based on the fundamental TAP representation found in section 4.1. With
the new temporal capability, the temporal TAP representation captures tactical patterns
in game agents to allow inter-agent adaptation uniformly across PCs and NPCs. The
straightforward and expressive representation of the fundamental TAP is improved upon
in terms of performance and applicability. The alternative methodology is verified in a
RPG experimental setup from before and plausible results are observed.
However, when the temporal TAP is being used in the adaptation process (which, in
the experiments, are using a neural network), it suffers from the curse of dimensionality
as the number of weights to be adapted increases at an alarming rate. This is due to the
fact that the number of weights to be adapted is directly proportional to the number of
agents and the number of actions each agent possesses. More clearly, the number of
adaptive weights (number of inputs to the neural network) is N  k2 where N is the
total number of agents and k the number of actions each agent has. A single increase
in N means a k2 increase in the number of weights to be adapted. Hence this makes
the framework somewhat infeasible for large team sizes. Moreover, the improvements
over the original non-temporal TAP framework is not that great (as shown in Figure
4.20), so a stronger case needs to be established before this increase in complexity can
be justified. The next section shows an advancement aiming to resolve this.
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4.4 TAP With Input Dimensionality Reduction
This section depicts a further continuation in work to enhance the temporal TAP frame-
work, specifically to resolve the scalability limitation as explained in the previous sec-
tion.
Dimensionality Reduction Dimensionality reduction is a compression process whereby
a data set is truncated with minimal loss of information. Principal Components Analysis
(PCA) is a popular and successful dimensionality reduction method [31] with applica-
tions mainly in computer vision and pattern recognition. It compresses data in such a
way that minimal information is lost. Given anN -dimensional vector x, PCA reduces x
to anM -dimensional vector y, whereM < N , and the information contained in x and
y are almost equivalent. Other than compression, PCA also filters out apparent noise to
reveal the minimal data required to re-express x in y. This is why PCA is also known as
a feature selection process. In this work, PCA is chosen as the dimensionality reduction
method and a fixed number of principal components are selected to be used as the TAP
features for the adaptation process. This guarantees that the adaptation process can be
completed in the same amount of time even when the number of agents in the team
increases enormously.
Basically, the improvement is made to the adaptation stage as shown in Figure 4.3
and this new process is as shown in Figure 4.21. A feature selection process is now
performed on the TAPs to extract only the essential features needed for the adaptation
process. These TAP features are then fed into the adapter to generate the owner agent’s
TAP as output. In a nutshell. this process accomplishes the following:
 dimensionality reduction for faster adaptation,
 constant dimensionality (by choosing a fixed number of principal components)
regardless of the number of agents, and
 filtering unnecessary information that might skew the adaptation process.
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Figure 4.21: The improved TAP adaptation process with dimension reduction. The
inputs into the adaptor are now pre-processed by a feature selector to reduce the dimen-
sionality whilst preserving important information.
4.4.1 Evaluation
The same mechanical RPG game from section 4.3.1 is used to evaluate our improve-
ments to the algorithm. The screenshot can again be seen in Figure 4.18.
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Experimental Setup
The game mechanics are the same as that depicted in 4.3.1 with each agent having the
varied action genres as shown in Table 4.9.
The adaptation framework parameters follow the same structure as that shown in
Section 4.1.2. As with Section 4.3.1, the inputs to the adapter are the weights on the
links instead of the actions themselves. Hence the total number of inputs is N  k2
where N is the total number of agents and k the number of actions each agent has. In
the feature selector, the number of principal components is simply set to 1. This means
that the feature with the largest variance (largest amount of information) is chosen as
the input and the input dimension is reduced from N  k2 to a single k2. As will be
shown in the effectiveness results, the compression maintains enough information to
still produce plausible behavior.
Experimental Methodology
The experiments in this section aims to further complement the results shown in Sec-




claims of the TAP-based adaptation framework. The effectiveness test measures whether
the framework still works with input reduction. The improvement test here measures
how well the dimensionality reduction enhancements improve the effectiveness of the
TAP framework. The scalability test here further measures how well the TAP frame-
work handles an increasingly large number of TAPs with the incorporation of input
reduction. The usual robustness also needs to be measured to show consistency of the
results.
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To establish effectiveness, the basic effectiveness test (against a scripted team) needs
to be performed first because the dimensionality reduction method has altered the rep-
resentation structure of the inputs. Hence there is a need to proof that the TAP-based
framework still works as a baseline. Success is achieved if the TAP-based team has a
better score than the scripted team in the same RPG game setup as described in Section
4.3.1.
To establish improvement, enhanced effectiveness, two TAP-based teams are being
setup - one using the old TAP model (TAP team), and the other using the enhanced TAP
model (TAPIR team). Success is determined when the TAPIR team achieves a better
score than the TAP team.
To evaluate the scalability of the TAP model, experiments with an increasing num-
ber of agents is being set up in both the old TAP-based framework as well as in the
new TAPIR-based framework. The total time taken for decision making of the agents
is recorded and compared between each setup.
Similarly, a large number of runs in both the effectiveness and scalability tests are
performed to establish robustness here. Robustness is achieved if the TAPIR team con-
sistently performs better across all the runs.
The sections that follow describe the game setups that aim to fulfil these test goals.
Experiments and Results
To investigate the claims of improving effectiveness and scalability in this section, the
following experiments are being setup:
Effectiveness Test The first effectiveness test aims to show that even with dimension
reduction, the framework is still as effective in a usual setting. The previous scenario in
section 4.3.1 is duplicated, with each team consisting of 6 agents (2 warriors, 2 mages
and 2 priests), but now with one team based on the TAPIR (TAP framework with Input
Reduction) framework, and the other with scripted behavior. The game runs for 300
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rounds and the results are shown in Figure 4.22, where it is shown that the TAPIR-based
team outperforms the scripted team after learning converges, meaning the algorithm still
works just as well in the previous small-scale setting.
Figure 4.22: Effectiveness test results for the TAP framework with Input Reduction
(TAPIR): Plot of reward against the number of iterations for the TAPIR Team vs
Scripted Team. A single point on the graph represents a full game episode. The results
are tabulated from a battle between the TAPIR Team vs Scripted Team. The reward is
a value between -0.5 and 0.5 and the higher the value, the better team TAPIR performs
(positive means TAPIR Team wins, and vice versa). It is shown that the TAPIR-based
team outperforms the scripted team.
Improvement Test Next, the improvement test aim to show that the new TAPIR
framework has improved the effectiveness of the old TAP framework. In these set of
experiments the new TAPIR framework is pit against the old TAP framework, with each
team having a moderately large size of 100 agents. The game runs for 300 rounds and
the results are recorded as shown in Figure 4.23. It can be seen that TAPIR outperforms
the old TAP team, meaning the new TAPIR framework indeed improves adaptation
performance.
To determine the significance of the results, single-sample one-tailed Student’s t-
tests [40] are performed on the results. The same formulas (as with the previous ef-
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Figure 4.23: Effectiveness test results for the TAP framework with Input Reduction
(TAPIR): Plot of reward against the number of iterations for the TAPIR Team vs TAP
Team. The results are tabulated from a battle between the TAPIR Team vs TAP Team.
Graph axis and values are the same format as in Figure 4.22. A single point on the
graph represents a full game episode. It can be seen that TAPIR outperforms the old
TAP team.
fectiveness experiments) as shown in equations 5.5 and 5.6 are used to calculate the
t-statistics and degrees of freedom respectively. The null hypotheses are that there are
no differences between the performance of the teams. The alternative hypotheses to be
achieved are that the TAPIR team performs better than the Scripted and TAP Teams.
As shown in Table 4.11, the p-value obtained are both less than 0:01, which verifies the
significance of the results.
TAPIR vs Scripted TAPIR vs TAP
T-test p-value < 0:010 < 0:010
Table 4.11: Effectiveness and Improvement test results for the TAP framework with
Input Reduction (TAPIR): Table of t-test p-values. These values verifies the significance
of the claim that the TAPIR Team performs better than the Scripted Team.
Scalability Test The experimental sets used in this setup aim to show the scalability
of the new TAPIR framework in working with large agent team settings. Each experi-
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mental set is run 100 rounds and the average time it takes for a single agent to run its
adaptation process is recorded. Then the team size in each experimental set is varied
and the process is repeated. To compare the time taken against the old TAP framework,
the experiments are repeated for the TAP framework as well. The results are as shown
in Figure 4.24. It can be seen that while the adaptation time remains almost constant
(at an average of 2.31ms) for the TAPIR framework, the adaptation time increases at an
alarming rate for the old TAP framework. Hence the new TAPIR framework is much
more scalable.
Figure 4.24: Scalability test results of the TAP framework with Input Reduction
(TAPIR): Plot of adaptation times. These results show adaptation execution times for
an agent within the TAPIR framework compared to the TAP framework. It can be seen
that TAPIR speed remains roughly constant compared to TAP.
In further analysis, the time it took for PCA to run in each of the experiment sets
is also recorded, as shown in Table 4.12. It can be seen that the run time of PCA also
increases at a high rate as the number of agents increase. This does not falsify the
scalability goals however, because this PCA preprocess can be performed at an earlier,
non-disruptive time slot. For example, it can be predefined interludes in the game, like
RPG map transitions or FPS respawn periods. Nevertheless, this is an area to improve
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upon for even wider applicability of the framework.
Number of Agents 6 50 100 150 200 250
PCA Time 2.21 52.93 127.3 193.68 217.14 309.58
Table 4.12: Scalability test results of the TAP framework with Input Reduction
(TAPIR): Table of PCA times. These results show the limitation of the TAP frame-
work with Input Reduction (TAPIR). This table shows the PCA execution times for
varying agent team sizes. It can be seen that the run time of PCA also increases a high
rate as the number of agents increase.
4.4.2 Deductions
In this section, the temporal TAP framework is further improved upon to mainly allow
for better scalability. In the improved TAPIR framework, a dimensionality reduction
method is included as a feature selection process that precedes the adaptation step.
Compared to the temporal TAP framework, the new TAPIR framework has proven to
be superior in enabling better performance in much larger adaptive agent teams with a
vast genre of actions. It is also shown that adaptation times remain constant as team
size increases. However, part of the empirical analysis shows that the execution time of
PCA is unexpectedly high. Although it is suggested that this preprocessing stage can be
shifted to non-disruptive instances in the game, this is still an area that can be improved
upon.
4.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the TAP representation has been described along with its use in an adap-
tation framework. In its basic form, it is an agent personality footprint that captures a
sufficient historical knowledge to allow inter-agent adaptation. It also has the advan-
tage of being a uniform representation that does not distinguish itself between PCs and
NPCs, making adaptation more generic (not only player-specific adaptation) as required
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by the application domain.







of the TAP-based adaptation framework. The evaluations form a wide range of com-
mon modern game genres, namely the FPS, RTS and RPG environments, whereby the
TAP framework has shown to enable plausible inter-agent adaptive behavior in various
forms. In all, the TAP model and framework is shown to be a credible formulation to
enable adaptation from one agent to another. However, there are important issues that
remain to be resolved.
Firstly, some of the results show that it generally takes a relatively large number
of iterations before learning can converge. In the experiments shown in this chapter,
the TAP model has been utilized in model-free frameworks. This means that the NPCs
will initially look stupid and try all sorts of erratic actions before finally appearing
intelligent when the learning evolves substantially. This, as mentioned in Section 2.3,
is not feasible in modern games where the NPCs do not have such liberty.
Secondly, it does not take into account the game environment, which is the obvious
core component of the game that the agent should consider to generate its behavior.
If the TAP framework is the only adaptive AI implanted onto the agent, then either
the rest of the adaptivity (towards the environment) is to be tediously scripted, or it is
non-existent.
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These issues are what the subsequent architectures in the later chapters aim to ad-
dress.
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Chapter 5
Integrated MDP and POMDP
Learning AgeNT (IMPLANT)
People’s minds are changed through observation and not
through argument.
Will Rogers (1879-1935)
This chapter describes the basic approach towards a generic theoretically well-
founded agent architecture for game agents. The word generic is emphasized because
the architecture aims to provide a decision making architecture from the ground up
rather than the top-down approach seen in current game agent AI research (as men-
tioned in section 2.3). This is not to demean current specialized solutions but instead
to complement them. The main problem is that a generic base cognition for agents is
lacking currently, and this research aims to provide that.
To craft such a generic model, the basic notion of an agent acting in a game needs to
be defined. In a modern computer game, this acting behavior basically means choosing
actions according to some utility functions that define certain goals. It can be thought of
as somewhat similar to the cognitive representation of a robot acting in the real world.
But unlike robotics, much of the game world is artificially crafted. The game world is
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often made up of uncertain action consequences (for example the outcome of a spell
casted in a role-playing game) and contain unobservable attributes (for example the hu-
man player personality). POMDPs [22] represent the state of the art in decision theory
that naturally models a game agent acting in an uncertain environment with unobserv-
able attributes. Unfortunately, POMDP solution algorithms are currently largely com-
putationally intractable [4], especially so in huge modern game worlds. The IMPLANT
(Integrated MDP and POMDP Learning AgeNT) architecture can be thought of as a
novel POMDP approach in modern virtual games that aims to resolve this problem.
The gist of the IMPLANT architecture lies in exploiting the characteristics of a
modern virtual game. The word virtual implies that an NPC game agent can model
the entire game world as fully observable. However, the game also revolves around
a human player who primarily controls the game play (likely controlling a PC agent),
and the NPC needs to adapt towards this player. To provide this adaptation, the NPC
needs to model the personality of the player (similar to the motivations in the previous
chapter (4) on TAP), and this is only partially observable (mostly in the actions ob-
served after the player takes them). Hence the IMPLANT architecture is basically an
abstraction approach aimed at exploiting the fact that games are primarily virtual (com-
pletely observable) whilst having a small element of partial observability (the human
player). In doing so, a complete representation of the world is still maintained for agent
adaptation but constraining the computationally expensive POMDP representation to a
minimal amount. In contrast to representing the entire world as an intractable POMDP,
the IMPLANT architecture is very much tractable as will be shown in the evaluation
later.
The sections that follow first (Section 5.1) describes the overall IMPLANT architec-
ture. Then the following section (5.2) describes the abstraction process and proves that
the resulting components are still well-defined. The evaluation (Section 5.3) process is
subsequently described and results are shown as proof of concept that the architecture
indeed makes theoretically well-founded theories viable in modern games. The chapter
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then concludes in Section 5.4.
5.1 Architecture
The overall architecture of IMPLANT is as shown in Figure 5.1. The central idea is to
decompose the game world into an MDP and a POMDP abstract via the game world
abstractor. At each time step, current states and observations are separately obtained
from each abstraction to derive the MDP and POMDP abstract actions. These abstract
actions are then combined via an Action Integrator (AI) function, which computes a
resultant optimal action that the agent performs and affects the underlying game world,
which then provides a reward signal that reinforces the action.
The mechanics of the game world as devised by the game designer is normally
represented as states and transitions with triggers coupled to actions, with the agent
behaviors normally driven by some goals. These coincides nicely with the MDP model
parameters. The mechanics can therefore be extracted and formatted into the ground
MDP specification, denoted asM = hS;A; T; R; i.
5.2 The Game World Abstractor
Built upon concepts from abstraction theory [26], the abstraction process can be for-
mally defined. First a state abstraction function,  : S ! S^, can be defined, where S^
represents the set of abstracted states. Hence (s) 2 S^ is the abstracted state corre-
sponding to the ground state s 2 S, and typically, jS^j  jSj. Inversely,  1(s^) 2 S
represents the set of states corresponding to the abstract state s^ 2 S^. This func-
tion basically means that each abstracted state, s^, is a collection of ground states, s.
Now, since the states are changed, the transition function, T , and reward function, R,
would also need to be converted into their abstracted forms. To ensure that they are
well-defined, a weighting function, WS : S ! [0; 1] , needs to be imposed, where
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Figure 5.1: An overview of the IMPLANT architecture. The agent abstracts a separate
MDP and POMDP abstract from the game world and finds optimal policies according
to each abstract. For each game state and observation, the agent then obtains a single
action via the Action Integrator from the two policies. The action is then reinforced by
the reward afterwards.
P
s2 1(s^)WS(s) = 1 for each s^ 2 S^.
Additionally, an action abstraction function,  : A ! A^, can be defined, where
A^ represents the set of abstracted actions. Similar to state abstraction, a weighting
function for actions, WA : A ! [0; 1] , is imposed, where
P
a2  1(a^)WA(a) = 1 for
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each a^ 2 A^.
Hence the abstract transition function, T^ , is defined as follows:









WS(s)T (s; a; s0);
and it can be shown that its probabilities are still well-defined in the following proof:
Theorem 5.2.1 If WS : S ! [0; 1] and WS : S ! [0; 1], then the new abstract
transition function T^ has well-defined probabilities (
P
s^02S^ T^ (s^; a^; s^
0) = 1).
Proof The proof only involves a verification that the sum of all resultant state (s^0) prob-
abilities equates to 1, and the steps are as shown below:
X
s^02S^





















T (s; a; s0); since
X
s02S
























Therefore the MDP abstract, Mco, and the POMDP abstract, Mpo, can now be defined
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as:
Mco = hS^co; A^co; T^co; R^co; i; and (5.3)
Mpo = hS^po; A^po; T^po; R^po; ; O^; O^; b0i;
where the subscripts co and po label the MDP and POMDP parameters respectively.
In general, the MDP abstract states are defined via the completely observable at-
tributes only whilst the POMDP abstract states are defined via the partially observable
attributes only. This thesis focuses on the player modeling problem, hence the POMDP
abstract states contain only the player model attributes, with all the rest of the attributes
(for example player position, enemy position, player health, and so on) being abstracted
away. Conversely, the MDP abstract is made up of all the attributes except the player
model attributes. As for the action abstraction and observation parameters, some expert
knowledge or simulation results are needed according to the player modeling require-
ments. For clarity, refer to the tennis game instantiation in Section 5.3.2.
This is computed via the Action Integrator function a = AI(a^co; a^po), where a^co 2
A^co is the current optimal MDP abstract action, and a^po 2 A^po is the current optimal
POMDP abstract action. At this point, the AI function is deliberately defined in its
general form so as to accommodate architectural flexibility depending on the applica-
tion domain. In the simplest case, the AI function can be implemented by a table of
mappings whereby AI : AA! A. In more complex domains it can be implemented
by classifiers like neural networks or support vector machines.
With the MDP and POMDP abstracts defined, they can be solved to produce the
optimal policies co and po respectively. With the policies generated, the agent needs to
decide the current resultant action a to take, computed via the Action Integrator which
consists of a two-stage process. The first stage obtains a combined abstract action a^
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This process aims to choose a set of actions optimal to both the POMDP abstract (player
model) and the MDP abstract (game environment). In the normal case, this set will be
an intersection between a^co and a^po (as shown in Figure 5.2), but in case the intersection
is an empty set, the union set provides a backup utility, in which the agent falls back to
choose any action that is optimal to either the POMDP or MDP abstract.
Figure 5.2: The Action Integrator of IMPLANT in a tennis game. The current optimal
POMDP abstract action a^po indicates that the agent should use a strategy biased to
towards the baseline whilst the current optimal MDP abstract action a^co indicates a
strategy biased towards the right. The intersection results in the abstract action a^ that
contains the actions hitBaselineRight and goBaselineRight. Thereafter a final action is
selected based on the learnt weights !1 and !2.
The second stage in the AI function defines a further action selection process which
determines a single most optimal action a 2 a^ based on the in-game situation. Since
the offline policy already defines an action set optimal to both the POMDP and MDP
abstracts, only a minimal amount of learning needs to be performed online. A basic and
efficient learning algorithm is adapted from an earlier work [64], whereby each action
a is assigned a weight !a. Action selection then follows a standard -greedy algorithm
[60] and weight updates are performed via the function !a = !a + (    ), where
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 is a variable reward signal generated at time  , rT is a reference point to determine
the relative size of  , and  is a positive step-size parameter to control the magnitude
of change.
It can be seen that the majority of adaptation is computed offline and leaves a little
online learning capability which can be efficiently performed in-game. This ensures
a game AI that can already work very well out of the box, but additionally allows
for a small amount of online adaptation to take place when necessary. In the case
where the AI function in Equation 5.4 falls back to the backup union set, the usefulness
of this online learning process will become more obvious, where it is given greater
responsibility for selecting the optimal action.
In a nutshell, an agent that uses the IMPLANT architecture will fundamentally act
optimally with respect to the static game environment, and in addition, as the POMDP
belief state becomes more accurate via observation updates, the actions it takes becomes
more tailored towards the style of the player as well. It is this ideology that drives
this approach. A condensed operational picture of an IMPLANT agent can be seen in
Algorithm 6.
5.3 Evaluation
The architecture is implemented and illustrated in an NPC agent in a tennis video game
in both a singles setup (player against IMPLANT agent) and doubles setup (player and
IMPLANT agent against two opponent agents). A screenshot of the doubles implemen-
tation is shown in Figure 5.3. This game scenario is built in Adobe’s Actionscript 3.0
with the Papervision3D engine1.
The results show that in both noncooperative and cooperative settings, the IM-
PLANT agent acts feasibly in terms of both adaptation performance and speed when
compared to various other common AI architectures. Details of the results are given in
1http://www.papervision3d.org/
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Input: the ground MDPM
extract the MDP and POMDP abstracts,Mco andMpo, from the ground MDPM ;
initialize b0 with a uniform distribution;
while game is running do
//perceive states;
extract current MDP state sco 2 S^co from current game world;
extract current POMDP observation o from current game world;
//act;
get current MDP abstract action a^co = co(sco);
get current POMDP abstract action a^po = po(b0);
compute current action a=AI(a^co; a^po) via the Action Integrator AI;
execute a and record resultant state s0 and reward r;
//belief state computation;
compute next POMDP belief state b0 = SE(o; b) where SE is the state
estimator function in Equation 3.3;
end
Algorithm 6: The IMPLANT adaptation algorithm. For any IMPLANT agent in the
game, its AI basically follows a sequence of operations which accomplishes various
stages required in obtaining and integrating actions from the MDP and POMDP ab-
stracts, as depicted in Figure 5.1.
the subsections that follow.
Figure 5.3: A screenshot of the The IMPLANT tennis agent (bottom right). The agent at
the bottom left is the player, and the two agents above are the opponents. In this doubles
tennis game setting, the IMPLANT agent makes use of the IMPLANT architecture to
adapt to the player and cooperatively defeat the opponent agents
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5.3.1 Experimental Methodology






of the IMPLANT architecture. These terms are similar to those described in the ex-
periments in Chapter 4 but used within a new context. Effectiveness here measures the
capability of the IMPLANT agent to adapt towards both the environment and the player
so as to win the game. Versatility now measures how well the framework is applied in
differing player types, as well as in different environment setups. Efficiency determines
the tractability of the IMPLANT architecture in a modern game setting. Superiority
compares the IMPLANT architecture against other popular adaptive AI architectures,
hence justifying the effort involved in crafting the IMPLANT method. As always, ro-
bustness ensures the consistency of the results in differing situations.
To establish effectiveness, the IMPLANT architecture is implemented in an NPC
agent placed in a tennis sports game. The tennis agent is placed in either a singles game
against the player, or doubles game alongside the player against a scripted team, similar
to the experiment setups seen in Chapter 4. Success is determined when the team with
the IMPLANT agent team wins more rounds in comparison.
To establish versatility, experiments are setup with varying player models and match
setups. In each experiment setup the player agent plays according to models that rep-
resent different common player strategies seen in tennis games. Also, the experiments
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include both the singles match and doubles match setups. In the singles setup the IM-
PLANT agent is adversarial towards the player whilst in the doubles setup the IM-
PLANT agent is cooperative towards the player. Success criteria is similarly measured
by the number of rounds won by the IMPLANT agent team across all these varying
setups.
To establish efficiency, experiments are setup to test both the pre-computation times
and in-game decision making times. The baseline is to make sure the time taken for de-
cision making is within plausible game speeds. The IMPLANT architecture is deemed
to be efficient if it achieves plausible speeds that would likely not jeopardize playable
frame rates.
To establish superiority, experiments are setup to compare the performance of the
IMPLANT architecture against other popular adaptive AI architectures. Superiority is
defined in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency. In the experiments used to test for
effectiveness, the AI agent which carries the IMPLANT architecture is swapped with a
number of other AI architectures (see Section 5.3.3) with the results tabulated and com-
pared. The same approach is performed on the efficiency tests to compare the results.
Success is achieved if both the effectiveness and efficiency tests show better results for
the IMPLANT agent. Partial success is achieved if one of them (either effectiveness or
efficiency) is better but not the other.
To establish robustness, a large number of rounds is ran for each setup. Opponents
have a certain amount of randomness present in their scripts such that every round
presents a different scenario. For example, each time a scripted agent hits the ball
it chooses a random position on the opposite court. Robustness is also intrinsically
achieved by the versatility of the experiments where differing player models and game
setups are involved. Success is achieved if the total number of rounds won is still higher
for the IMPLANT agent across the large number of rounds.
The sections that follow describe the game setups that aim to fulfil these test goals.
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5.3.2 Experimental Setup
In the first set of experiments, the IMPLANT tennis agent acts as an opponent towards
the player. Then the implementation is extended to a doubles tennis game settings
whereby the IMPLANT agent now act as a cooperative agent as the partner to the player,
where the game complexity increases substantially with 2 more opponent agents. A
screenshot of the doubles implementation is shown in Figure 5.3.
Basically the states and transitions follows that of a normal tennis sports game. The
actions available to each agent basically allows for agent movement and hitting of the
ball to target positions. Each hit-type action has a high probability of landing in the
targeted region, and some small chance of landing in any of the remaining regions (plus
the out position). It is assumed the agents do not fall down or get disoriented, so the
movement actions have a deterministic chance in reaching the target regions.
These game mechanics are crafted in the ground MDP model and passed as the
input to the IMPLANT architecture. Details of the model, as well as the products of the
abstraction process (the MDP and POMDP models), are described as follows:
Model Details
In the underlying ground MDP of the game world, M = hS;A; T; R; i, the state
attributes that define the states in S are ball position, agent position, player position,
turn and player model. The discount factor  is set to be 0:5 across all the experiments
so as to have an average horizon effect.
Basically the court is divided into 8 regions and the position attributes keep track of
where each agent or ball is. The turn attribute is used to denote which team’s turn the
ball is supposed to be hit by, so as to track scores. The player model attribute defines
the player’s model of play. There are basically 2 player models defined here which are
simplified versions of the two common styles of play in tennis, namely the volleyer and
the baseliner [30]. In the game, the volleyer basically likes to stay near the net and take
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volleys whilst the baseliner likes to stay near the baseline and take lobs and ground
shots. Note that there is also an all court style which is deliberately not included in the
player model attribute so as to test the adaptive capabilities of the architecture in the
experiments. The all court style is basically an all-rounded player which can choose
to play either the baseliner or volleyer style, and switches between the two during the
game. This will be described in the next section on Results.
In the actions set A, the actions available allows for agent movement and hitting of
the ball to target positions.
A = fgoBaselineRight; goBaselineLeft;
goNetRight; goNetLeft; hitNearRight;
hitNearLeft; hitFarRight; hitFarLeftg:
The transition function T is hand-crafted and designed to demonstrate some stochas-
tic characteristics of a modern game in a clear manner. When the ball goes out of play,
the game resets with all the state attributes returning to their initial values. Each hit-type
action has a high probability of landing in the targeted region, and some small chance of
landing in any of the remaining regions (plus the out position). It is assumed the agents
do not fall down or get disoriented, so the go-type actions have a deterministic chance
to reaching the target regions.
The reward function R is defined such that the agent acts towards the goal of win-
ning in a normal tennis game. For example a positive reward is given for each point
gained and a negative reward for each point lost.
Abstraction Process
This subsection aims to provide a detailed description of the products (the MDP and
POMDP abstracts) of the abstraction process to illustrate how the abstraction works in
an actual example. For clarity, the description given here is meant for the case where the
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IMPLANT agent acts as an opponent to the player in the singles game, but the concepts
can be easily extended to the case where the IMPLANT agent acts as an ally in the
doubles game.
From the ground MDPM , the IMPLANT tennis agent extracts the MDP abstract,
Mco = hS^co; A^co; T^co; R^co; i;
and POMDP abstract,
Mpo = hS^po; A^po; T^po; R^po; ; O^; O^; b0i:
Each MDP abstract state s^co 2 S^co is defined by all the completely observable at-
tributes ball position, agent position, player position and turn , resulting in the number
of states (jS^coj = 288). Hence each abstracted state has a size of js^coj = 2, since
there are 2 values in the player model attribute that is abstracted away from the ground
MDP. Conversely, each POMDP abstract state is defined by only the unobservable
player model attribute, and hence has only 2 states, and js^poj = 288. The initial be-
lief b0 is set to (0:5; 0:5), with the IMPLANT agent knowing nothing about the player
initially.
The abstract MDP action set A^co follows an abstraction function that results in the
following:
A^co = fgoStrategy; hitStrategyg:
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where
goStrategy = fgoBaselineRight; goBaselineLeft;
goNetRight; goNetLeftg; and
hitStrategy = fhitNearRight; hitNearLeft; hitFarRight;
hitFarLeftg:
The POMDP action set A^po follows an abstraction function that results in the fol-
lowing:
A^po = fbaselineStrategy; netStrategyg:
where
baselineStrategy = fgoBaselineRight; goBaselineLeft;
hitNearRight; hitNearLeft;
hitFarRight; hitFarLeftg; and
netStrategy = fgoNetRight; goNetLeft; hitNearRight;
hitNearLeft; hitFarRight; hitFarLeftg:
The abstract MDP and POMDP transition and reward functions T^co, T^po, R^co and
R^po are then converted from the ground MDP via the process depicted via Equations
5.1 and 5.2, with uniform distributions assumed for the weighting functions involved.
The following observations for the POMDP abstract can be made, which are basi-
cally sightings of ball and player positions, with an additional element for observing
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nothing.
O^ = fball hit to baseline;
ball hit to net; player near baseline;
player near net; no observationg:
The corresponding observation function O^ assigns high probabilities for the respective
player model values generating the correct corresponding ball and agent positions, and
assigns small probabilities for generating wrong and no observations.
Lastly, the learning reward parameter is based on the following function:
 =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
 1 if ball goes out of play on agent’s turn;
1 if ball goes out of play on player’s turn;
0 else;
which basically rewards actions that result in immediate victories, and vice versa.
Within the action integrator, the Q-values are initialized to equal weights initially.
The reward r in each update depends on whether the action chosen results in a win
(r = 1) or lose (r =  1) of that round. The learning rate  is set at 1 as the actions
are already optimal to both the MDP and POMDP so the learning rate can be set high
to achieve more variability.
5.3.3 Experiments and Results
The experiments devised aims to test the effectiveness, versatility, efficiency and supe-
riority criterions as described above. Robustness is an accompanying criterion that is
maintained throughout the tests.
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Effectiveness, Superiority And Versatility Tests
To determine a proof of concept of IMPLANT’s effectiveness, the performance of the
IMPLANT agent is compared against a random agent and a scripted agent in a single
experimental set. The random agent simply acts randomly whilst the scripted agent
follows a scripted rule which basically hits the ball whenever it is near and switches
position in other times.
To determine the superiority of IMPLANT’s effectiveness, it is further compared
a Reinforcement Learning (RL) agent and a POMDP agent. The RL agent uses a Q-
learning algorithm [60] to perform online learning. The POMDP agent contains a pure
POMDP architecture whereby all state attributes are modeled in a generic POMDP
model. It chooses actions for each belief state based on the POMDP policy it has pre-
computed. In the doubles game sets, the opponent agents follow a scripted AI approach.
To determine the versatility of the IMPLANT agent, the game is run for 1000 rounds
for different player models. The experiments are also run for both the noncooperative
singles game and the cooperative doubles game, and scores are plotted in Figure 5.4. In
each experimental set, a different setup of the player model is configured, namely the
volleyer, baseliner, and all court models. As mentioned, the all court model is deliber-
ately excluded from the state attribute player model as defined in the architecture. This
all court model is implemented and included in the experiments to purposely test the
adaptation capabilities of the architecture.
The results are consolidated in the two histograms as shown in Figure 5.4. Each
bar represents a run of 1000 rounds of play with the winning counts tabulated for the
IMPLANT agent.
Generally it can be seen that the IMPLANT agent outperforms all the other 4 types
of AI implementations, in both noncooperative and cooperative situations. Firstly, it
establishes effectiveness whereby it outperforms naive AI implementations (the ran-
dom and scripted agents). Secondly, it also shows superiority by outperforming other
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Figure 5.4: Effectiveness, versatility and efficiency test results for the singles (top)
and doubles (bottom) tennis game IMPLANT experiments. Each bar set represents
a comparison amongst the 5 agent implementations as depicted in the legend, for a
particular player model. A single count represents a full game episode.
modern adaptive architectures (the RL and POMDP agents) on the whole. Note that it
marginally underperforms in the volleyer singles setup when compared to the POMDP
agent, which possesses a closely related architecture. However, this slight underperfor-
mance is insignificant when the tremendous speed superiority of the IMPLANT agent is
taken into account as shown in the next subsection. It can also be noted that the scripted
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AI performs rather well in relation to the other adaptive architectures. This can be at-
tributed to the simplification of the tennis game which makes it harder for the adaptive
architectures to exploit regularities in play style.
To determine the significance of the results, the Pearson’s chi-square (2) test is
performed on the results since each outcome of an experiment set is binomial (win or
lose). This is to test whether the result differences are significantly valid between each
architecture implemented on the NPC agent. The null hypotheses are that there are no
differences between the performance of the different AI agents (equal performance).
The alternative hypothesis to be achieved is that each AI agent performs significantly
different from each other.








and the following formula is used to determine the degrees of freedom
df = n  p; (5.6)
where Oi is an observed frequency (number of rounds won), Ei is a hypothetical fre-
quency (which is taken to be Ei = N=n, the total frequency N divided by the number
of experimental sets n, equivalent to no performance difference between each of the
experimental sets), and p is the reduction in degrees of freedom. The p-value is then
calculated by deriving the probability that the absolute value of a point chosen at ran-
dom would be greater than or equal to X2 in a chi-square distribution with df degrees
of freedom. Since we take each Ei as the equal average frequency Ei = N=n, p = 1 as
the additional constraint is that all Oi sum to N .
The results of the t-test are as shown in Table 5.1. It can be seen that the p-values are
all lower than 0:01 which implies that it is highly unlikely the results have occurred by
chance, and that it can said that the performance conclusions are statistically significant
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at the 1% level.
Chi-square test p-values Melee Shoot Heal
Singles < 0:010 < 0:010 < 0:010
Doubles < 0:010 < 0:010 < 0:010
Table 5.1: Effectiveness, versatility and efficiency test results for IMPLANT experi-
ments: Table of chi-square test p-values. These values verify the significance of the
effectiveness, versatility and superiority claims.
Efficiency And Superiority Tests
To determine efficiency and superiority (in terms of efficiency), a speed test is also per-
formed to evaluate the improvements in pre-computation and querying, in comparison
with the other AI implementations. The results for the noncooperative and cooperative
setups are as shown in Table 5.2. Pre-computation time indicates the amount of time it
takes for the offline computation of policies whilst query time indicates the time needed
for the agent to fetch and perform any online computations to finalize an action for each
state during the game. The computation times are based on a machine running an Intel
Core 2 Duo 2.33Ghz CPU with 3.25GB of RAM.
To ensure that the pre-computation process for the POMDP runs relatively fast, a
modern finite grid PBVI algorithm [39] is used for the pure POMDP agent. For the
IMPLANT agent, the same PBVI algorithm is used for computing the POMDP policy
whilst a classic value iteration algorithm is used for computing the MDP policy.
The RL agent is trained in a series of practice rounds until convergence, which took
almost an hour (as shown in Table 5.2), much longer than the pre-computation time
for the IMPLANT agent (a matter of seconds). This training period is necessary for a
pure online learning algorithm or else the results would be comparable to the random
agent especially since the Q values need to be updated via experiential learning. Even
with a much longer pre-computation time, the RL agent still shows poorer adaptation
performance (in Figure 5.4) than the IMPLANT agent.
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It can also be seen in Table 5.2 that the POMDP agent takes immensely longer to
pre-compute policies than the IMPLANT agent. Although this process is offline, it still
imposes tremendous overhead when updates need to be made to the model, especially
when it is a few hours long. What is more unacceptable is the fact that it takes consid-
erable in-game time (20 seconds query time) to generate an action. This is because at
each belief state, it has to select the highest value action based on a dot product of the
huge belief state and alpha vectors. The same reason holds for the computation of the
next belief state, which adds to the time.
The IMPLANT agent however, is shown to be very fast in both the pre-computation
and query times. The low pre-computation time is due to the majority of the problem
size being stored in the MDP which has much better tractability than an POMDP in
terms of policy computation. As for the query time, it should be noted that it is even
comparable to the time needed to generate a random or scripted action, which are almost
instantaneous to a normal player. Even though the POMDP agent seems to be almost on
par with the IMPLANT agent in terms of adaptation performance in the singles setups,
when the speed factor is included here, the IMPLANT agent definitely outperforms by
a substantial amount.
5.4 Chapter Summary
As described in this chapter, the IMPLANT architecture provides a foundation for agent
cognition that exploits the fact that the virtual game world can be decomposed into its
MDP and POMDP abstract constituents. Thereafter, optimal policies can be computed
separately and combined as a single policy for the agent to act optimally to both the
game environment and the player. A small amount of online learning also ensures
variability and adaptability when required. A tennis game is implemented as an empir-
ical proof of concept whereby good adaptation performance of the IMPLANT agent is
demonstrated against conventional AI implementations as well as a pure POMDP im-
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Average Adaptation Speeds for Singles Tennis
Pre-computation Time Query Time
Random NA less than 0.001s
Scripted NA less than 0.001s
RL 45m32s less than 0.001s
POMDP 1h28m57s 0.059s
IMPLANT 1.41s less than 0.001s
Average Adaptation Speeds for Doubles Tennis
Pre-computation Time Query Time
Random NA less than 0.001s
Scripted NA less than 0.001s
RL 52m55s less than 0.001s
POMDP 4h38m48s 9.199s
IMPLANT 1.32s 0.005s
Table 5.2: Efficiency and superiority test results for the singles (top) and doubles (bot-
tom) tennis game IMPLANT experiments: Table of average adaptation speeds. The
policy pre-computation and query times are tabulated for the setups. For the random
and scripted agents, the pre-computation times are not applicable (NA) and the query
times are less than 1 millisecond, which is too fast to be captured in the program. Each
entry in the table is an average of 5 timing values tabulated.
plementation of the same tennis game. The merits in both offline pre-computation speed
and online query speed is also shown by comparing against the latter implementations.
In addition, the IMPLANT agent is shown to perform well in both noncooperative and
cooperative scenarios.
Though results were promising, there exists limitations related to the assumption
that the game environment model being readily obtainable. The tennis implementation
in the last section (5.3) represents a rather simple version of a modern game and hence
hand-coding the game dynamics was relatively clear-cut. Though so, it still took count-
less hours of coding and testing to make sure that the transitions specified reflected the
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tennis game correctly. In the context of a more complex game like an RPG or an RTS
game, this task would seem close to impossible. Related to this issue, the implemen-
tation has also assumed that the player models in the POMDP were readily available
and it was not mentioned exactly how the player models were obtained or designed to
ensure effective adaptation. The next chapter (6) precisely describes the improvements
that address these issues.
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Chapter 6
A Complete Agent Architecture for
Virtual Games
The purpose of science is not to analyze or describe but
to make useful models of the world. A model is useful if
it allows us to get use out of it.
Edward de Bono (1933-present)
This chapter describes auxiliary methods that aim to make the formulation of the
IMPLANT architecture more complete by specifying the model building process. This
generates the gamemodel as the input for the architecture, which is also the heart it since
this provides the foundation for a primarily model-based adaptation approach. The last
chapter (5) has described the IMPLANT architecture, a unified agent architecture based
on the theoretically well-founded MDP and POMDP models. However, the IMPLANT
architecture has only been proven to be effective based on the assumption that the input
ground MDP model is known.
The input model of the IMPLANT consists of attributes depicting both the game
environment and the player model. Exactly how the (potentially highly complex) game
environment model in the abstract MDP is obtained or how the player model in the
POMDP component is formulated has not been discussed. Rather, the model has been
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assumed to be readily available in the last chapter (5). Hence the formulation in the
last chapter is not entirely complete. Moreover, the importance of adaptation towards
the player has been mentioned in Chapter 1 and its value cannot be further emphasized.
Thus this chapter aims to fill the final pieces of the puzzle; that is to depict the details
of the player model representation in the POMDP, as well as introduce an automatic
way to generate the game environment in the MDP. This is also where the TAP model
fits into the picture, thereby providing a bound on the number of states in the POMDP
representation.
The first section (6.1) that follows describe the formulation of the player model
component using a correspondence between TAP model, as depicted in Chapter 4, and
the POMDP belief state, as depicted in Section 3.2. The next section (6.2) describe
the formulation of the game environment model using ideas borrowed from prioritized
sweeping in Section 3.3.2. After which Section 6.3 provides the evaluation procedures
in a final set of experiments to demonstrate the application of the eventual IMPLANT
architecture in an RPG battle game scenario. The chapter concludes in Section 6.4.
6.1 The TAP Belief State
As mentioned, an important detail that was missing in the description of the IMPLANT
architecture given in the last chapter was the formulation of the player model in the
POMDP component of the architecture. To see why the TAP model fits such a require-
ment we recall the definitions of the belief state and the TAP.
Definition A POMDP belief state represents the sufficient statistical information that
an agent needs in order to act optimally on its next action.
Definition A TAP model of Agent A represents the sufficient statistical information
that an Agent B needs in order to act optimally towards the Agent A.
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In the IMPLANT architecture, the POMDP is purely responsible for player-specific
adaptation, thus the belief state actually needs to only capture information needed to
represent the player’s behavior. This is exactly what the TAP does. Hence it can be
seen that the TAP can actually be used to represent the belief state in the POMDP
component of the IMPLANT architecture.
Recall that the POMDP component of the IMPLANT architecture is represented by
Mpo = hS^po; A^po; T^po; R^po; ; O^; O^; b0i (Section 5.2). The task now is to define the set
of states S^po. Specifically, the action nodes a in the player’s TAP P now defines the set
of POMDP states S^po:
S^po = faj8a 2 Pg:
Proposition 6.1.1 Let B be the set of all belief states inMpo and P be set of all possible
TAPs representing the player, then each belief state b 2 B is functionally equivalent to
each p 2 P .
Proof Since each belief state b is a probability distribution over the POMDP states
s 2 S^po, and that S^po = faj8a 2 Pg, each belief state b is a probability distribution
over all action nodes a 2 P . From Equation 4.1, it is seen that the TAP is a proba-
bility distribution over all action nodes a 2 P . Therefore each belief state b 2 B is
functionally equivalent to each p 2 P .
With this proof, it translates that the belief state now captures sufficient information
to represent the behavior of the player such that adaptive actions can be performed
by the IMPLANT agent. This is verified by the extensive evaluations that have been
performed on the TAP model, as already seen in Chapter 4. This claim will be further
verified empirically in a complete implementation of the enhanced IMPLANT model
in the next section (6.3) upon evaluation.
By utilizing the TAP representation to define the states of the POMDP component,
it also means that a weak bound is imposed on the number of states in the POMDP. This
is crucial as tractability is the main hindrance to practical applications of POMDPs, as
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described in Section 3.2. Hence now, the POMDP states in the IMPLANT architecture
is bounded by the equation
jS^poj  jAj:
In other words, the number of POMDP states is at most the number of actions in the
groundMDP of the game environment. Although there is no strict rule on the number of
actions an agent can have in a modern game, this size will most likely not be very large
as it defines the number of primitive actions an agent can perform. For example in a
fairly complex game like World of Warcraft, the maximum number of actions available
to an agent is around 20, which actually falls within the higher range of modern games
with a large number of actions.
6.2 Applying to Larger Game Worlds
The other assumption apparent in the formulation in Chapter 5 was that the model of
the game environment (the transition function in particular) was presumably easy to
obtain. In the tennis implementation (Section 5.3) in that chapter, it was relatively
straightforward to hand-code all the transition probabilities as the mechanics of tennis
game play is simple and well-defined. The same cannot be said of game genres with
more complicated game mechanics (like an RPG) and where a manual specification of
the probabilities would be close to impossible. To address the issue of practicality in
modern games, this problem cannot be overlooked. Hence an automated approach to
transition function specification would be advantageous as a pre-processing stage.
Automatically learning a model of the environment is not a new problem and mature
solutions are available in the research literature of the reinforcement learning domain.
The specific method to be employed is a procedure extracted from prioritized sweeping
(as described in Chapter 3). Prioritized sweeping is a model-based reinforcement learn-
ing method that is shown to converge fast. The model building process is as shown in
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Algorithm 7. This algorithm hence precedes the Algorithm 6 in Chapter 5.
Input: set of all states S and set of all actions A
Output: the game environment model defined by the transition function T and
reward function R
initialize PQ, T , R, resultantStateCount and totalCount;
while simulation is running do
get current state s 2 S;
get least tried action a;
set totalCount(s; a)=totalCount(s; a) + 1;
execute a and record resultant state s0 and reward r;
set resultantStateCount(s; a; s0)=resultantStateCount(s; a; s0) + 1;





insert s into top of PQ;
while there is computation time left do
get s from top of PQ;
store the old value V old=V (s);
update the new value V (s) =
maxa2A(R(s; a) + 
P
s02S T (s; a; s
0)V (s0));
compute the value change V =V old   V (s);
set prioritys = 0;
foreach predecessor state ~s and action ~a leading into s do
set priority~s = max(V  T (~s; ~a; s0); priority~s);




Algorithm 7: The IMPLANT model building algorithm. A procedure extracted
from the prioritized sweeping method in reinforcement learning literature. As a pre-
processing stage, the algorithm is encoded in a model building agent which iteratively
populates the transition probabilities in a prioritized manner.
Algorithm 7 ensures that the game mechanics are populated in the most efficient
manner. Performing prioritized model updates in such a way targets areas where there
are large changes in current estimates first. This greatly speeds up the model building
process.
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6.3 Evaluation
As the evaluation (Section 5.3) performed in the previous chapter (5) has already com-
pared the benefits of the architecture with other popular game AI implementations, the
aim of the evaluation done in this section is specifically to determine whether the TAP
formulation actually improves the performance of the IMPLANT agent as a whole. An
auxiliary aim is also to demonstrate the feasibility of the IMPLANT architecture in a
larger modern game domain (as compared to the simple tennis game in Section 5.3).
The complete IMPLANT architecture (enhanced with TAP) is implemented in a
typical RPG boss battle scenario with a screenshot as shown in Figure 6.1. Similar to
the game in Section 5.3, this game scenario is built in Adobe’s Actionscript 3.0 with the
Papervision3D engine.
The results show that the TAP model is essential in providing better adaptation
performance. The details are described in the subsections that follow.
6.3.1 Experimental Methodology
The experiments in this section aims to reinforce the experimental results shown in
Section 5.3. Basically, the goal is to test whether the inclusion of the TAP model into
the IMPLANT architecture truly improves the
1. effectiveness, and
2. efficiency,
of the IMPLANT architecture. An auxiliary goal is to prove the feasibility of the IM-
PLANT architecture’s generality in a different game genre - an RPG game as opposed
to a sports game in Section 5.3. Effectiveness measures the adaptation performance im-
provements of the TAP-enhanced IMPLANT architecture. Efficiency measures whether
the speed requirements are still within acceptable game requirements. The usual robust-
ness also needs to be measured to show consistency of the results.
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Figure 6.1: A screenshot of the TAP-enhanced IMPLANT RPG agent (the robot at the
bottom right). The agent at the bottom left is the player, the agent at the top left is the
boss agent and the agent at the top right is its enemy helper agent. The IMPLANT RPG
agent makes use of the TAP-enhanced IMPLANT architecture to adapt to the game
environment as well as the player, so as to cooperatively defeat the boss and its helper
agent. The buttons at the bottom shows the available actions the player can execute.
There are also targeting actions which are not explicitly shown but can be activated
by clicking on an agent on the screen (for example the current target of the agent is
highlighted in orange, the helper enemy agent).
To establish effectiveness, the TAP-enhanced IMPLANT architecture (IMPLANT-
TAP) is implemented in an RPG agent which is placed in a team with the player against
a scripted team. The same setup is performed swapping the IMPLANTTAP architecture
with an IMPLANT architecture that has no TAP model. Success is determined when
the team with the IMPLANTTAP agent wins more rounds than the IMPLANT agent.
To establish efficiency, experiments similar to those in Section 5.3 are setup to test
both the pre-computation times and in-game decision making times. Here the speeds
of both the IMPLANTTAP and IMPLANT decision making times are tabulated. The
baseline here is also to achieve plausible speeds to be used during game play. The
pre-computation speeds are done offline and hence are not as important.
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As usual, robustness needs to be maintained in these experiments as well. Hence a
large number of rounds is run for each setup in the usual manner. Randomness in each
round is inherent as the game agents possess a wide variety of stochastic actions as
shown in Table 6.1. Hence each round will be different. Success is achieved if the total
number of rounds won is still higher for the IMPLANT agent across the large number
of rounds.
The sections that follow describe the game setups that aim to fulfil these test goals.
6.3.2 Experimental Setup
The game is set as a boss battle in an RPG game, commonly encountered in climactic
moments or locations in the game. This battle basically involves the player (and the ally
agent) facing against a superior enemy agent called the boss agent. The boss agent is
generally far stronger than any enemy agents the player has encountered in that section
of the game world.
In the experimental setups, the boss agent also has a helper enemy agent. Hence it
is a battle between the team consisting of player agent and IMPLANT agent and the
enemy team consisting of the boss agent and the enemy helper agent.
Basically the states indicate the targets, health points (HP) and status of each agent.
The TAP model is represented by a single player model attribute which is instantiated
by the actions available to the player as defined by the TAP framework in Chapter 4.
The game agents possess a wide variety of actions as shown in Table 6.1. These
actions are differentiated in terms of range, effects, chance to crit and the cool-down
time. Range refers to the maximum distance the action can be used up to. Effects refers
to the changes the action inflicts on the surrounding agents. Chance to crit refers to the
probability in which the attack can cause twice the damage or healing. Cool-down time
refers to the time in which the action can be reused again.
The transitions and rewards are automatically specified by a model building process.
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A Complete Agent Architecture for Virtual Games 6.3
This process basically utilizes the prioritized sweeping as described in Section 6.2. The
number of epoches is set at 5000 in which 200 states are updated in each epoch.
The action policies of the boss and its helper agent follows a scripted rule-base. The
rule-base generally picks a random target on each iteration and performs a random but
appropriate action based on whether the chosen target is a friend or a foe. The special
actions available to the boss agent are executed reactively based on the actions of the
player agent.
A detailed description of the game environment model and the products of the ab-
straction process (the MDP and POMDP models) are described as follows:
Model Details
In the underlying ground MDP of the game world, M = hS;A; T; R; i, the state
attributes that define the states in S are agent target0, agent target1, agent target2,
agent target3, agent HP0, agent HP1, agent HP2, agent HP3, agent status0, agent status1,
agent status2, agent status3, and player model.The discount factor  is set to be 0:5
across all the experiments so as to have an average horizon effect.
In the actions set A, the actions available as extracted from Table 6.1 are:
A = ftarget0; target1; target2; target3;
slash; cyclone; fireball; snowblast; heal; blessg:
Abstraction Process
This subsection aims to provide a detailed description of the products (the MDP and
POMDP abstracts) from the abstraction process to illustrate how the abstraction works
in the RPG boss battle.
From the ground MDPM , the IMPLANT agent extracts the MDP abstract,
Mco = hS^co; A^co; T^co; R^co; i;
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and POMDP abstract,
Mpo = hS^po; A^po; T^po; R^po; ; O^; O^; b0i:
Similar to the abstraction process described in Section 5.3.2, the state attributes
are automatically extracted into their MDP (game environment) and POMDP (player
model) constituents without further state abstractions.
The abstract MDP action set A^co follows an abstraction function that results in the
following:
A^co = ftargetAlly; targetEnemy; offensiveStrategy; defensiveStrategyg:
where
targetAlly = ftarget0; target1g;
targetEnemy = ftarget2; target3g;
offensiveStrategy = fslash; cyclone; fireball; snowblastg; and
defensiveStrategy = fheal; blessg:
The POMDP action set A^po follows an abstraction function that results in the fol-
lowing:
A^po = fmelee; ranged; healerg:
where
melee = fslash; cycloneg;
ranged = ffireball; snowblastg; and
healer = fheal; blessg:
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The abstract MDP and POMDP transition and reward functions T^co, T^po, R^co and
R^po are then converted from the ground MDP via the process depicted by the Equations
5.1 and 5.2, with uniform distributions assumed for the weighting functions involved.
The following observations are the observations for the POMDP abstract, which
are basically sightings of the player’s last made actions, with an additional element for
observing nothing.
O^ = fslash; cyclone; fireball; snowblast; heal; blessg:
The corresponding observation function O^ assigns high probabilities % for the respective
player action observations belonging to its respective abstract action set (which are now
the states of the POMDP), and assigns small probabilities for generating wrong and no
observations.
O(a; s0; o) =
8>><>>:
% if o 2 s0;
(1  %) else:




 1 if ally team HP equals zero;
1 if enemy team HP equals zero;
0 else:
The action integrator setup is similar to that described in Section 5.3.2. The Q-
values are initialized to equal weights. However in this RPG game setup there is a score
value which we can make use of for the reward function. The reward r in each update
is the difference between the ally team and the enemy team.
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6.3.3 Experiments and Results
The experiments devised aim to test the effectiveness and efficiency criterions as de-
scribed above. Robustness is an accompanying criterion that is maintained throughout
the tests.
Effectiveness Test
In a single experimental set, two variations of the agent architecture are implemented.
The first variation (IMPLANTTAP) is the complete IMPLANT architecture augmented
with the TAP model (as described in this Chapter). The second variation (IMPLANT)
is the IMPLANT architecture with the player model component removed. The aim is
to show whether the TAP model is effective in affecting the adaptation performance of
the agent.
To maintain robustness, the game is ran for 1000 rounds for each player model
and scores are plotted in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. To adhere to the versatility criterion as
explained in 5.3, each experimental set contains a different setup of the player model,
namely the melee, ranged, and healer models, based on the abstract actions in the TAP-
defined POMDP model.
As can be seen in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, generally the IMPLANTTAP architecture
outperforms the stripped-down IMPLANT architecture constantly throughout all the
player models, both in the number of wins as well as the score. A detailed breakdown
of the average scores over batches of 100 rounds also show consistencies in the superior
scores obtained by the IMPLANTTAP agent. This shows that the inclusion of the player
model component (TAP) is essential to improving the performance of the game agent.
Consequently, it also means that adapting to the player is as important as adapting to
the game environment.
To determine the significance of the results, unpaired two-sample one-tailed het-
eroscedastic Student’s t-tests are performed on each pair of scores. The same formulas
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100-Average Score Values
Batch number Melee Shoot Heal
1 0.180 -0.277 0.527
2 0.811 -0.012 0.721
3 0.787 0.090 0.677
4 0.706 0.148 0.652
5 0.600 0.181 0.747
6 0.739 0.131 0.669
7 0.667 -0.065 0.649
8 0.765 -0.008 0.679
9 0.729 0.097 0.743
10 0.556 0.065 0.599
Total Average Score 0.650 0.030 0.670
Table 6.2: Effectiveness test results for the TAP-enhanced IMPLANT RPG Agent: Ta-
ble of score values for the IMPLANTTAP agent. Experiments are ran for each player
model (melee, shoot and heal) and the scores are tabulated. A score value represents
the total ally health minus total enemy health, normalized to a value between -1 and
1). Higher means better performance. A total of 10 batches of experiments are ran
and each entry in the table represents an average score over 100 rounds in one batch of
experiments (making a total of 1000 rounds).
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100-Average Score Values
Batch number Melee Shoot Heal
1 -0.173 -0.527 -0.826
2 0.003 -0.460 -0.894
3 0.016 -0.442 -0.787
4 0.055 -0.383 -0.900
5 -0.001 -0.284 -0.836
6 -0.005 -0.345 -0.845
7 0.028 -0.355 -0.829
8 -0.123 -0.422 -0.874
9 -0.053 -0.419 -0.870
10 -0.011 -0.406 -0.864
Total Average Score -0.263 -0.404 -0.852
Table 6.3: Effectiveness test results for the TAP-enhanced IMPLANT RPG Agent: Ta-
ble of score values for the IMPLANT agent. The IMPLANT agent referred to here
contains the IMPLANT architecture without the TAP component. Experiments are ran
for each player model (melee, shoot and heal) and the scores are tabulated. A score
value represents the total ally health minus total enemy health, normalized to a value
between -1 and 1). Higher means better performance. A total of 10 batches of experi-
ments are ran and each entry in the table represents an average score over 100 rounds
in one batch of experiments (making a total of 1000 rounds).
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Figure 6.2: Effectiveness test results for the TAP-enhanced IMPLANT RPG Agent:
histogram of number of rounds won by ally team. A plot of the number of rounds won
by the ally team (the player agent and the AI agent). Higher means better performance.
A single count represents a full game episode. Each bar set represents a comparison
between the TAP-enhanced IMPLANT RPG Agent (IMPLANTTAP) and the stripped-
down IMPLANT agent (with the TAP component removed). Each set represents an
experimental setup with a particular player model.
Figure 6.3: Effectiveness test results for the TAP-enhanced IMPLANT RPG Agent:
Histogram of the score values. Higher means better performance. Each bar set rep-
resents a comparison between the TAP-enhanced IMPLANT RPG Agent (IMPLANT-
TAP) and the stripped-down IMPLANT agent (with the TAP component removed).
Each set represents an experimental setup with a particular player model.
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(as with the previous effectiveness experiments) as shown in equations 4.2 and 4.3 are
used to calculate the t-statistics and degrees of freedom respectively. The null hypoth-
esis is that there is no difference between the performance of the IMPLANTTAP and
IMPLANT teams. The alternative hypothesis we want to achieve is that the IMPLANT-
TAP architecture performs better than the IMPLANT architecture. Hence a one-tailed
test is used on each corresponding pair of scores. As no assumption can be made about
the variances of each distribution, the heteroscedastic (unequal variance) t-test is used.
The results of the t-test are as shown in Table 6.4. It can be seen that the p-values are
all lower than 0:01 which implies that it is highly unlikely the results have occurred by
chance.
Melee Shoot Heal
T-test p-value < 0:010 < 0:010 < 0:010
Table 6.4: Effectiveness test results for the TAP-enhanced IMPLANT RPG Agent: Ta-
ble of t-test p-values. These values verify the significance of the results that the IM-
PLANTTAP architecture is better than the IMPLANT architecture.
Efficiency Test
The speed results are tabulated for both the IMPLANTTAP and IMPLANT architec-
tures, as shown in Table 6.5, whereby it can be seen that the time required to query a
decision in-game is still within a matter of milliseconds, which is unnoticeable by the
human eye. This shows that the IMPLANT architecture is still very much viable in
a much more complex setup like this. It appears that pre-computation time is rather
lengthy due to the addition of the model building stage which takes quite a while to
sweep through the huge game world. The pre-computation times are the same for both
IMPLANTTAP and IMPLANT because it is dominated by the priority sweeping model
building process. Nevertheless, this is still much better than taking weeks to design and
hand-craft the model which is often prone to human errors. As such, this seems like a
reasonable tradeoff to make.
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Average Pre-computation Time Average Query Time
IMPLANT 1h23m 0.002s
IMPLANTTAP 1h23m 0.011s
Table 6.5: Efficiency test results for the TAP-enhanced IMPLANT RPG Agent: Ta-
ble of average adaptation speeds. The policy pre-computation and query times are
tabulated for the TAP-enhanced IMPLANT (IMPLANTTAP) and stripped-down IM-
PLANT (with no TAP) setups. The pre-computation times are averaged over 20 runs.
The query times are averaged over 100 runs. The pre-computation times are the same
as the two setups use the same model builder. The query times are also both within a
matter of milliseconds.
6.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter has mainly described the enhancement of two important aspects of the
IMPLANT architecture so as to improve its applicability. The first is the infusion of the
TAP model into the architecture to concretize how the states in the POMDP component
are defined. The second is the utilization of a automatic model building procedure to
obtain the game mechanics needed for the rest of the ground model in the IMPLANT
architecture.
The implementation in a modern RPG game scenario further improves the credibil-
ity of the IMPLANT architecture in the applicability towards modern game genres. The
experiments performed on the implementation have also shown that the TAP model is
indeed crucial in improving adaptation performance, or more specifically the adaptabil-
ity towards the player. This chapter hence furnishes the essential details necessary to





When I examine myself and my methods of thought, I
come to the conclusion that the gift of fantasy has meant
more to me than any talent for abstract, positive thinking.
Albert Einstein (1879-1955)
This thesis describes a collection of complementing efforts aimed towards a single
goal: to create a theoretically well-founded agent architecture for modern games. It
mainly achieves this by exploiting the very philosophy of games which is that games
are primarily virtual. A large emphasis was also placed in the player-specific adaptation
aspect of the architecture as it represents a critical component in making the game
enjoyable, which is what makes or breaks a game.
In the remaining parts of this thesis, Section 7.1 summarizes the methodologies
and concepts presented in this thesis, Section 7.2 describes some limitations, Section
7.3 provides insights into actually applying the thesis concepts into commercial games,
Section 7.4 provides various discussions into what lies ahead in the direction of this
research area, and Section 7.5 states the concluding remarks of this thesis.
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7.1 Summary and Contributions
At the start of this thesis (Chapter 1), the goal of creating a theoretically well-founded
agent architecture was described along with an analysis of the current research and
industrial situation that motivates it. Then a detailed portrayal of the essential MDP and
POMDP knowledge was given (Chapter 3), at the same time standardizing the notations
used throughout this thesis. The subsequent chapters (4, 5 and 6) then proceeded to
provide an incremental methodology description along with the evaluation processes of
each component. It also broadly depicted our approach frommodel-free to model-based
techniques and finally towards a balanced approach.
In summary, this thesis has presented a theoretically sound foundation for the syn-
thesis of game agent behavior adaptive to both the game environment and the human
player. The concepts established can be largely divided into two distinct but interrelated
parts, namely the Tactical Agent Personality (TAP) model, and the Integrated MDP and
POMDP Learning AgeNT (IMPLANT) architecture. The concepts are evaluated via
empirical methods in game prototypes that mimic the main modern game genres (RPG,
FPS, RTS, and Sports games) and are shown to be effective in generating plausible
behavior that is efficient enough for game requirements.
The following is a re-cap of the main thesis contributions:
 A novel virtual agent architecture based on theoretically well-founded method-
ologies (MDP and POMDP) to provide adaptive agent behavior that can be ap-
plied to modern virtual games.
 A unified virtual agent architecture that adapts to both the game environment
and the player in plausible runtime, both offline and online. It automatically
pre-computes the environment model and agent actions to provide adaptive agent
behavior out of the box, complemented with minimal online adaptation that does
not disrupt game play.
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 A uniform personality representation model (TAP) that enables adaptation to dif-
ferent tactical styles of the player (or another game agent), so as to achieve a
common game goal.
7.2 Limitations
An imminent limitation in the IMPLANT architecture might be that a substantial amount
of offline computation seems to be needed. However, in virtual games this is not a glar-
ing problem. Firstly, virtual games have a development timeline which can undoubtedly
include the offline computations in the process. In cases where, within the game, the
changes in the game environment affects the model in the IMPLANT architecture, these
offline computations can also be incorporated within convenient game interludes (like
respawn instances in FPS games or map transitions in RPGs). This is possible because
of the relatively fast speeds of the offline computations as seen in the results in Sec-
tion 5.3.3. In real world applications like robotics these characteristics are non-existent,
but in modern virtual games, these are valuable characteristics which can be exploited.
Moreover, it is re-emphasized that the player is one of the most important considera-
tions when making a modern game, and agents need to exhibit plausible behavior as
soon as possible to be noticeable. This can be achieved by computing most of the AI
offline.
Another limitation is that the experiments seems to represent only a small part of
what an actual commercial game would be. Though this is the case, the results are still
very much generalizable. In the IMPLANT experiments, the setups are stereotypical of
a game with a stochastic environment and a partially observable human player, which
are the characteristics that the IMPLANT architecture applies best. If the model of the
environment was altered, it would undoubtedly change the optimal policies. However,
since the IMPLANT architecture makes better use of the world information than when
compared to the rest of the other AI architectures, it should still perform better. More-
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over, the main power of the IMPLANT architecture lies in the speed improvements
over the pure POMDP architecture, and this result is generally invariant with different
environment models. Nevertheless these claims can only be truly verified with further
experiments in future work with more complex setups. The detailed descriptions of the
experimental setups aim to achieve this goal by promoting repeatability.
7.3 Applying in Modern Games
As much of the work presented in this thesis aims to be practical, Section 7.3.1 first
discusses how the IMPLANT architecture fits in the overall commercial game develop-
ment cycle. Then Section 7.3.2 discusses the implications of the IMPLANT architecture
in different game genres.
7.3.1 IMPLANTing in Commercial Game Development
The game development cycle process typically consists of three phases, namely the
pre-production, production and post-production phases [33] (details can be found in
Appendix A). A discussion of how the IMPLANT architecture can be incorporated
within this process is as follows:
Pre-production
As the inclusion of modern adaptive game AI techniques is not the current norm, plan-
ning should start as early as the conceptualization stage. Within the technical speci-
fications, code modules for abstraction, policy computation and an IMPLANT agent
controller need to be included. Ideally, the IMPLANT controller will be the sole AI
controller for the game agents, but practically, there might still be scripting involved to
cater for realism requirements. Hence the design of agent AI needs to take into account
how the IMPLANT controller will be interfaced with other AI controllers if necessary.
As for the choice of game engine, it might be better to use a pure graphics engine as
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the AI component of the engine is primarily the IMPLANT architecture, which is built
from scratch.
Production
In the underlying AI engine, firstly the model builder function for the MDP needs to
be built. Then the agent actions need to be abstracted into the TAP representation for
the POMDP model. In the simplest case, all agents are of the same type and the output
MDP and POMDP should be universal to all agents (but differ in terms of the reward
function and other adaptation parameters). The underlying AI engine structure simply
needs to link the abstracts with the MDP and POMDP policy solvers for each agent.
Within each agent object, an IMPLANT controller needs to be implemented so as to
obtain states (and belief states) from the abstracts, query an action from the policies as
well as implement the action integrator to combine the actions. The model builder and
policy solvers hence need to be tested and run before the IMPLANT controllers can be
tested.
In the level editor, an abstraction mechanism needs to be incorporated such that
whenever a sub-world is created, the primitive game world representation can be easily
extracted into the inputs of the MDP model builder. In the scripting tool, the language
needs to allow the tweaking of the various parameters that control the IMPLANT adap-
tive capabilities, the most important of which is the reward function. The designers
hence need to be taught how these parameters affect the AI that will be synthesized.
In the game balancing stage, these parameters would need to be tweaked to realize the
playability requirements.
During the debugging and beta stages, any changes to the game mechanics or sub-
worlds that arises from user testing would directly affect the pre-computed policies from
the solvers. Therefore the model builder and policy solvers need to be re-run every time
this happens.
As a side note, it is suggested that the IMPLANT architecture should be fully im-
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plemented in the interactive prototype before they are coded into the real game. It is
much easier and faster to debug the AI behaviors in a prototype because of the time
required to repeatedly run the model builder and policy solvers. The behaviors can also
be observed and tweaked better without the graphics overhead. Hence it will be better
if any issues with the IMPLANT architecture is resolved before coding into the real
game.
Post-production
In this stage, after the game ships, any changes to the game mechanics and sub-worlds
need to be consolidated for the next patch release date. The model builder and policy
solvers need to be re-ran just before the release of each patch. Development work
on the IMPLANT architecture should be non-existent unless bugs are detected in the
underlying structure.
7.3.2 Applying to Different Game Genres
As the scope of this thesis lies within modern games, the following highlights how the
IMPLANT architecture fits in the main game genres.
Role Playing Games
If a strict comparison is to be done with the rest of the game genres, perhaps an RPG
game is perhaps most suited towards utilizing the IMPLANT architecture. As men-
tioned, the mechanics of play in an RPG game are usually designed to be stochastic ex-
plicitly. This means that action consequences are uncertain and the chance of whether
an action succeeds or misses is fixed in the code of the program. No amount of player
skill can alter that chance. The player can however decide on what kinds of items and
training to put the PC in, so as to improve the chances of the actions he or she chooses.
This kind of stochastic game play is exactly the kind of problem an MDP models. The
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actions available to the PC are also clearly spelled out (and are normally in the same
structure as an NPC), hence the TAP can easily extract the player model information
needed for adaptation.
Real Time Strategy Games
Similar to RPGs, RTS games normally are stochastically explicit as well. As mentioned,
the game mainly involves a management of available resources, a strategic employment
of varying types of NPC troops as well as a tactical micro-management of individual
troops. In such games, there is no explicit PC, and player actions consists of mainly in-
teractions with a user interface rather than actually controlling a single PC. This makes
it harder to translate the player model into the TAP representation.
On the other hand, by taking a different perspective to the application of TAP, a
new form of game play can be actually be enabled. Instead of having to tediously
micro-manage the NPC troops, the player can actually only control one of the NPCs
(for example the Hero unit in Warcraft III), and let the rest of the units contain the
IMPLANT architecture such that they can make their own adaptive decisions. This
greatly relieves the player from the hectic task of management individual NPCs which
can sometimes amount to over a hundred. It also changes the game play from a micro-
management game to a leadership-management one.
First Person Shooter and Sports Games
In both FPS and Sports games, the game play emphasizes a world well-defined by
physics rules, which might be sometimes non-Newtonian to exaggerate effects for en-
hancing game play. This kind of environment requires the use of much skill in the form
of reactive abilities on the player. The amount of time a player spends experiencing the
game often has a direct relationship with the skill level of the player. Strictly speaking
each action is deterministic and the stochastic structure of MDPs might not fit that well
on first glance. However, it is a straightforward task to convert a stochastic structure to
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a deterministic one - simply by making each probability equals to 1. Conversely, one
can also encode the variability in skill as an uncertainty in the respective actions. Either
way, the IMPLANT architecture can still be applied with minimal effort.
7.4 Discussions
The work in this thesis reveals many important research areas which serves as avenues
for further development, depending on the direction the reader pursues. The following
subsections describes some of these avenues.
7.4.1 More than Optimality
This thesis has focused much of its work on game agents acting optimally, which is
an important (though not the only) factor in appealing to the player’s enjoyment. Intu-
itively, sometimes it is the appearance of intelligence that attracts players. Hence not
only must the agents act optimally, it must show that it is acting optimally. One fu-
ture work involves studying the difficulty of translating this “optimal appearance” to
quantifiable terms so as to allow for empirical evaluation.
There are however other aspects that cannot be measured empirically in an algo-
rithmic experiment. Player enjoyment is one such aspect crucial to the commercial
viability of a modern game. Intuitively, improving the adaptation towards the player
should improve this enjoyment factor as the agent behavior gets more personalized, but
this claim perhaps can only be evaluated using user studies. Hence a direction for fur-
ther work after this thesis, or even any modern game AI research in general, might be to





Extending the thoughts on optimality, acting in such a manner does not always mean
specifying the rewards such that the agent always wins the game. Humans have always
held the title of an intelligent being, and this intelligent being does make mistakes all
the time. Hence for a game agent to appear “intelligent”, it might need to act stupid and
make “intelligent” mistakes some times, preferably without jeopardizing the player’s
ego of winning the match against the bad guys. Thus the notion of “artificial” stupidity,
as coined by Liden [27].
In the IMPLANT architecture, the agents are goal-based and the goals are spec-
ified via the reward functions. Thus an interesting further work is to investigate the
viability of converting the notion of appearing intelligent into a reward function that
accomplishes this. Coupled with user studies, this research direction would inevitably
be valuable to commercial game practitioners.
7.4.3 Generalizing Beyond The Player
A further development of the architecture is a generalization beyond the scope of player
types. The architecture can be structured as a divide and conquer framework that solves
the fully observable and partially observable attributes of the problem state separately,
and combines the solution policy for a single agent. A good example would be that of
RTS games, where there exists a fog of war element that hides unchartered portions of
the game map from the player. In other games, there might be other aspects of game
play the game designer might want to artificially impose as partially observable, for
example, encoding visibility capabilities in the enemy NPCs within an indoor environ-
ment (perhaps occluded by walls).
It is also hoped that the architecture would be most valuable in other problem do-
mains where this characteristic (where double observability can be assumed) is immi-
nent. An example would be in an automatic telephone answering system where some
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features of the call can be assumed observable (like the location of the caller derived
from the phone number code). The feasibility of the architecture in other domains is
promising and can be further examined.
7.4.4 Partially Observable Stochastic Modern Games
The basis of the architecture in this thesis mainly involves decision theory and models
the rest of the agents as part of the environment. This is mostly fine when it is a single
player game where the models of the NPCs are all known in advance. But when the
game involves multiple players, or when each game agent is required to have its own
cognition (like in a simulation setting), then game theory concepts might need to be in-
troduced. Although it is generally known that there is no good way to combine decision
theory and game theory [45], there have been attempts to shed some light to the matter.
One suggested approach would be to investigate the application of Partially Observable
Stochastic Games (POSGs) [15] to modern games using a similar state decomposition
method similar to that in our IMPLANT architecture, especially since POSGs are ba-
sically extended POMDPs. In general, there exists tremendous opportunities in both
the general AI community and especially the game AI community to pursue further
research in this area.
7.4.5 Commercial Games
As this thesis mainly aims to present empirical proofs of concept, the experiments per-
formed in this thesis are simplified and scaled-down to make the results more obvious.
Nevertheless, the experiments are developed to the best of effort in evaluating the con-
cepts devised in this thesis. It is hoped that actual commercial game companies would
be able to collaborate in the further development of this work such that the practicality




This thesis has successfully crafted and evaluated a decision-theoretic foundation for
agent architectures in modern virtual game settings. Nevertheless it has been discussed
that there are some issues that remain open and more large-scale experiments should be
conducted before the architecture can be effectively implemented in actual commercial
games. The last section (7.4) has also highlighted a few promising directions which
the research can be advanced towards. As a final word, it is hoped that this thesis has
provided enough basis and insights for researchers and practitioners to work towards
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Appendix A
The Game Development Cycle
This appendix describes the development process for modern games [33]. The game
development cycle resembles the film production cycle in which an idea for a film starts
on a piece of paper, with someone willing to finance the project. Then budgeting,
scheduling and hiring proceeds to transform the idea into a finished project which is
then promoted and delivered actively to the consumer.
However, there are many differences as the details of each process is unfolded,
like the notion of “viewing” in films versus “playing” in games. Moreover, the game
industry is still very new compared to the film industry, hence practices are constantly
evolved and being refined. In a broad sense, the game development cycle typically
consists of the three major phases pre-production (Section A.1), production (Section
A.2) and post-production (Section A.3).
A.1 Pre-production
Most games usually start off with rough concepts written on a few pages long document
known as a pitch paper. Game companies usually encourage their staff to put new
ideas in writing constantly. The management normally meets up several times a year to
review all pitch papers and select the best for further development into what is known
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as a game proposal. In this proposal, the game mechanics are expanded in more detail
and a financial analysis of the sales figures is projected.
When the management gives the official go-ahead, a substantial amount of time and
resources is allocated to brainstorm, conceptualize and eventually to produce a game
design document. Here the programming lead gives advice on the coding capabilities
whilst the art lead produces concept art to illustrate the characters and maps. Depending
on the genre, it can take three to six months to complete this document.
With the game design document finalized, a technical review stage proceeds to gen-
erate the technical and art specifications. The deliverables here include a technical
design document and an art design document. The technical design document will
include details of what code modules are needed for the mechanics as well as what
special plug-ins are needed for the 3D modeling and animation programs. The design
staff also works with the programmers to determine what tools they will need to specify
various aspects of game play. The art design document will include character art and
location sketches that define the gist of the graphics needed in the game. A decision
of whether to use an existing game engine or build one from scratch is also considered
in this stage. The technical review stage may also last a few months until the technical
findings, proposed schedule and budget are finally presented and approved.
A.2 Production
The process then proceeds into the production phase which is the longest phase of
the three, typically lastly a few years even. Initially, a simple interactive prototype is
created for the designers to test the main design concepts before the programmers do it
for real. The artists are also involved in this stage whereby placeholder art is provided
to check the scale and overall appropriateness of the objects on screen. Other than that,
the design team also considers other factors such as the speed of character movement
and combat playability. All aspects of the game AI should also be incorporated in the
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prototype so as to observe how their behaviors actually turn out.
With the design elements finalized in the prototype, the programmers will then need
to create several tools for the game designers, depending on the choice of game engine
(if one is used). The two most important tools are the level editor and the scripting tool.
The level editor provides designers with various tiles and structure builders to create
different sub-worlds (or maps) for the different “levels” of the game. The scripting
tool is a simplified high-level programming language that is used to define the logic of
different scenarios. Sometimes the scripting tool is also used to control various aspects
of the AI but full AI control is normally rare and not recommended. This is because it
is normally more efficient to code the AI in the underlying language and also, it might
be dangerous to change certain parameters of the AI which might produce unexpected
behaviors.
In the production phase, a stage called game balancing is also required to make
sure the challenges provided in the game are not too easy or too hard. This task is
very challenging and rather subjective, and doing it well normally involves tremendous
amounts of feedback from user tests. It is important here to know the intended playing
audience and target the mechanics accordingly. It is also important that the scripting
tool allows for the designers to adjust parameters that can vary the game balance as
much as possible.
When all the codes are complete and levels are finished, an internal debugging stage
is performed by the quality assurance (QA) department. Prioritizing the seriousness
of the bugs with the production timeline in view, the programmers work with the QA
department to resolve them as much as possible before the game goes beta (pre-release).
During the beta, the game is released for public testing and the team goes into full force
in debugging and tweaking the final game play issues discovered. Ideally, all bugs
reported have to be resolved here and this can last many months.
In the production stage, the marketing process also begins as soon as the team has
something concrete to show to the public. While the production team is finalizing the
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game, the marketing team shows off the product in various media like print, television
and game conferences. The goal is to constantly entice the consumers until the product
ships. Other than advertisement and promotions, the marketing team also organizes var-
ious focus groups to test and provide feedback for the game. These feedback will then
be communicated back into the production team whereby appropriate final adjustments
can be made to the game play.
A.3 Post-production
After the team decides that all the bugs and issues have been satisfactorily resolved,
the game goes into gold master (release candidate) in the final postproduction phase.
This phase primarily deals with the continued marketing and distribution aspects of the
game. The marketing efforts continue as long as the game continues to sell.
In this phase, the production team can finally take a rest (temporarily). A post-
mortem might be conducted to evaluate the right and wrongs in the whole process.
However, after that the production team will still be actively involved in a continuous
cycle of monitoring user feedback to surface remaining bugs and issues so that it can
be fixed and released in on-going patches. The patches can even include surprise in-
game items to ignite the interests of previous older players. The shelf life of a game is
normally correlated to the amount of effort put in the post-production phase.
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